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Preface

Medical information is accessible from diverse sources including the general web,
social media, journal articles, and hospital records; users include patients and
their families, researchers, practitioners and clinicians. Challenges in medical
information retrieval include: diversity of users and user ability; variations in
the format, reliability, and quality of biomedical and medical information; the
multimedia nature of data; and the need for accuracy and reliability. The ob-
jective of the Medical Information Retrieval workshop is to provide a forum
to enable the progression of research in medical information retrieval to pro-
vide enhanced search services for all users with interests in medical information
search. The workshop aims to bring together researchers interested in medical
information search with the goal of identifying specific research challenges that
need to be addressed to advance the state-of-the-art and to foster interdisci-
plinary collaborations towards the meeting of these challenges. To enable this,
we encouraged participation from researchers in all fields related to medical in-
formation search including mainstream information retrieval, but also natural
language processing, multilingual text processing, and medical image analysis.

The organizers would like to thank Dr Karin Verspoor (University of Melbourne,
Australia) for giving a keynote talk at the workshop, paper authors for their
invaluable contribution, the members of the program committee for their help
in the reviewing process, and SIGIR for hosting the event.
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ABSTRACT
The workshop on Medical Information Retrieval took place
at SIGIR 2014 in Gold Coast, Australia on July 11. The
workshop included eight oral presentations of referred papers
and an invited keynote presentation. This allowed time for
lively discussions among the participants. These showed the
significant interest in the medical information retrieval do-
main and the many research challenges arising in this space
which need to be addressed to give added value to the wide
variety of users that can profit from medical information
search, such as patients, general health professionals and
specialist groups such as radiologists who mainly search for
images and image related information.

1. INTRODUCTION
Medical information retrieval refers to methodologies and

technologies that seek to improve access to medical informa-
tion archives via a process of information retrieval (IR). Such
information is now potentially accessible from many sources
including the general web, social media, journal articles, and
hospital records. Health-related content is one of the most
searched-for topics on the Internet, and as such this is an
important domain for research in information retrieval.

Medical information is of interest to a wide variety of
users, including patients and their families, researchers, gen-
eral practitioners and clinicians, and practitioners with spe-
cific expertise such as radiologists. There are several dedi-
cated services that seek to make this information more eas-
ily accessible, such as Health on the Net’s medical search
systems for the general public and medical practitioners:
http://www.hon.ch/. Despite the popularity of the medi-
cal domain for users of search engines, and current interest
in this topic within the IR research community, develop-
ment of search and access technologies remains particularly

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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challenging and under explored.
One of the central issues in medical information search is

the diversity of the users of these services with correspond-
ing differences in types and scopes of their individual needs.
Their information needs will be associated with varied cate-
gories and purposes, they will typically have widely varying
levels of medical knowledge, and, important in some set-
tings, they will have differing language skills.

These challenges can be summarized as follows:

1. Varying information needs: While a patient with a re-
cently diagnosed condition will generally benefit most
from simple or introductory information on the disease
and its treatment, a patient living with or managing
a condition over a longer term will generally be look-
ing for more advanced information, or perhaps support
groups and forums. In a similar way, a general prac-
titioner might require basic information quickly while
advising a patient, but more detailed information if de-
ciding on a course of treatment, while a specialist clin-
ician might look for an exhaustive list of similar cases
or research papers relating to the condition of a pa-
tient that they are currently seeking to advise. Under-
standing various types of users and their information
needs is one of the cornerstones of medical information
search, while adapting IR to best address these needs
to develop effective, potentially personalized systems
is one of its greatest challenges.

2. Varying medical knowledge: The different categories of
users of medical information search systems will have
widely varying levels of medical knowledge, and indeed
the medical knowledge of different individuals within
a user category can also vary greatly. This affects the
way in which individuals pose search queries to systems
and also the level of complexity of information which
should be returned to them or the type of support
in understanding / disambiguating returned material
which will be required.

3. Varying language skills: Given that much medical con-
tent is written only in the English language, research to
date in medical information search has predominantly
focused on monolingual English retrieval. However,
given the large number of non-English speakers on the
Internet and the lack of content in their native lan-
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guage, effective support for them to search English lan-
guage sources is highly desirable. The Internet in par-
ticular has affected the patient-physician relationship,
and providing relevant, reliable information to patients
in their own language is a key to alleviate such chal-
lenging situations and reduce instances of phenomenon
such as cyberchondria.

In addition, the format, reliability, and quality of biomedi-
cal and medical information varies greatly. A single health
record can contain clinical notes, technical pathology data,
images, and patient-contributed histories, and may be linked
by a physician to research papers. The importance of health
and medical topics and their impact on people’s everyday
lives makes the need for retrieval of accurate and reliable
information especially important. Determining the likely
reliability of available information is challenging. Finally, as
with IR in general, the evaluation of medical search tools is
vital and challenging. For example, there are no established
or standardized baselines or evaluation metrics, and limited
availability of test collections. Further discussion and pro-
gression on this topic would be beneficial to the community.

2. THEME AND PURPOSE OF THE WORK-
SHOP

The objective of the workshop was to provide a forum to
enable the progression of research in medical IR seeking to
provide enhanced search services for all users with interests
in medical information search. The workshop aimed to bring
together researchers interested in medical information search
with the goal of identifying specific research challenges that
need to be addressed to advance the state-of-the-art and to
foster interdisciplinary collaborations towards the meeting
of these challenges. To enable this, we encouraged partic-
ipation from researchers in all fields related to medical in-
formation search including mainstream IR, but also natural
language processing, multilingual text processing, and med-
ical image analysis.

Topics of interest included but are were not limited to:

• Users and information needs

• Semantics and natural language processing (NLP) for
medical IR

• Reliability and trust in medical IR

• Personalised search

• Evaluation of medical IR

• Multilingual issues in medical IR

• Multimedia technologies in medical IR

• The role of social media in medical IR

3. KEYNOTE - DR KARIN VERSPOOR
The keynote talk was given by Dr Karin Verspoor (Univer-

sity of Melbourne, Australia), on ”Practice-based Evidence
in Medicine: Where Information Retrieval Meets Data Min-
ing” [7]. A new approach in medical practice is emerging
thanks to the increasing availability of large-scale clinical

data in electronic form. In practice-based evidence, the clin-
ical record is mined to identify patterns of health character-
istics, such as diseases that co-occur, side-effects of treat-
ments, or more subtle combinations of patient attributes
that might explain a particular health outcome. This ap-
proach contrasts with what has been the standard of care in
medicine, evidence-based practice, in which treatment de-
cisions are based on (quantitative) evidence derived from
targeted research studies, specifically, randomised controlled
trials. Advantages of consulting the clinical record for evi-
dence rather than relying solely on structured research in-
clude avoiding the selection bias of the inclusion criteria for
a clinical trial and monitoring of longer-term outcomes and
effects. The two approaches are, of course, complementary
- a hypothesis derived from large-scale data mining could
in turn form the starting point for the design of a clinical
trial to rigorously investigate that hypothesis. Information
retrieval can play an important role in both approaches to
collecting medical evidence. However, the use of informa-
tion retrieval methods in collecting practice-based evidence
requires moving away from traditional document-oriented
retrieval as the end goal in itself, to viewing that retrieval
as an intermediate step towards knowledge discovery and
population-scale data mining. Furthermore, it may require
the development of more context-specific retrieval strategies,
designed to identify specific characteristics of interest and
support particular tasks in the medical context.

4. PRESENTED PAPERS
Of the twenty papers submitted to the workshop, eight

were selected for inclusion in the workshop proceedings and
for presentation at the workshop:

• Patrick Cheong-Iao Pang, Karin Verspoor, Shanton
Chang and Jon Pearce. Designing for Health Exploratory
Seeking Behaviour [5]

• Miji Choi, Karin Verspoor and Justin Zobel. Evalua-
tion of Coreference Resolution for Biomedical Text [1]

• Yihan Deng, Matthaeus Stoehr and Kerstin Denecke.
Retrieving Attitudes: Sentiment Analysis from Clini-
cal Narratives [2]

• Bevan Koopman and Guido Zuccon. Why Assessing
Relevance in Medical IR is Demanding []

• Dimitrios Markonis, Roger Schaer and Henning MÃijller.
Multi-modal relevance feedback for medical image re-
trieval [3]

• Liqiang Nie, Mohammad Akbari, Tao Li and Tat-Seng
Chua. A Joint Local-Global Approach for Medical Ter-
minology Assignment [4]

• Rajendra Prasath and Philip O’Reilly. Exploring Clus-
tering Based Knowledge Discovery towards Improved
Medical Diagnosis [6]

• Guido Zuccon and Bevan Koopman. Integrating Un-
derstandability in the Evaluation of Consumer Health
Search Engines [9]
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5. DISCUSSION SESSION
The discussion sessions started with a brainstorming ac-

tivity to identify the key challenges in medical IR. The two
main areas identified were the lack of available data sets and
the need for better evaluation. Two groups were formed to
discuss these two topics.

The first group discussed the lack of data sets. One of the
reasons for this is the limited amount of publicly available
data (i.e. clinical data, query logs, etc.). Aside from the
patient related issues of confidentiality and privacy, medical
data being very varied and changing, getting representative
and up-to-date data sets is very challenging. These varia-
tions can be found at different levels. The level of specializa-
tion and targeted readers is the first one: consumer informa-
tion varies greatly from clinical practice information. Then,
linguistic variations such as shifting vocabulary are impact-
ing information extraction (IE) and IR results. In order
to deal with these changing characteristics, what could the
value of abstraction into controlled vocabularies be? More-
over, controlled vocabulary would help in alleviating am-
biguity. But how can it be efficiently incorporated into a
retrieval approach? Concept-based representation of data
and indexing are investigated but their efficiency in IR is
still to be proven. Finally, some modalities are very specific
to the medical domain, such as temporality, negativity, and
patients’ characteristics in clinical data such as age, gender,
co-morbidities, etc. To understand and automatically pro-
cess these, training data is necessary (raw data and gold
standard annotations), but is difficult and expensive to ob-
tain.

The second group focused on the evaluation of medical
information retrieval. They identified as the main issues the
lack of evaluation campaigns and benchmarks for medical
IR, and the lack of information on the few existing cam-
paigns. Based on the experience of the group members, a
few key challenges were focused on, in order to get more
benchmarks, and improve their quality. Firstly, it is crucial
to design realistic tasks, which involve a deep understanding
of the users and their needs. Only once that has been done
can the dataset be built, with realistic data. Along with the
task and use case scenario, the evaluation scheme and the
definition of relevance needs to be very carefully planned, in
order to maximize the outcome of the task. In [2], relevance
is modelled according to several relevance dimension factors:
understandability, topicality, novelty, scope and reliability.
For instance, a task focusing on IR for patients or laypeople
would define relevance as mainly based on the topicality, the
reliability and the understandability. These factors need to
be taken into account during the relevance judgement and
results evaluation stages [8]. This would allow personaliza-
tion of the search, characterizing the users and their infor-
mation needs. Lastly, benchmark creators should be incited
to make their datasets available to the public, for specific
tasks or any related research work.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This was the first SIGIR workshop on ’Medical Informa-

tion Retrieval’, and followed on nicely from the SIGIR 2013
medical workshop on ’Health Search and Discovery: Helping
Users and Advancing Medicine’. The volume of interest in
the workshop, both through the number of paper submis-
sions and large number of workshop participants, highlight

both the activity and interest in the medical information
retrieval space within the community. The workshop pro-
vided greater insights into the active areas of research within
this space and helped in progression of the many challenges
facing the space. Special attention was paid to evaluation
within this space and possibilities for progression within the
data set creation and benchmarking initiatives discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A new approach in medical practice is emerging thanks

to the increasing availability of large-scale clinical data in
electronic form. In practice-based evidence [5, 6], the clin-
ical record is mined to identify patterns of health charac-
teristics, such as diseases that co-occur, side-effects of treat-
ments, or more subtle combinations of patient attributes
that might explain a particular health outcome. This ap-
proach contrasts with what has been the standard of care
in medicine, evidence-based practice, in which treatment de-
cisions are based on (quantitative) evidence derived from
targeted research studies, specifically, randomised controlled
trials. Advantages of consulting the clinical record for evi-
dence rather than relying solely on structured research in-
clude avoiding the selection bias of the inclusion criteria for
a clinical trial and monitoring of longer-term outcomes and
effects [5]. The two approaches are, of course, complemen-
tary — a hypothesis derived from large-scale data mining
could in turn form the starting point for the design of a
clinical trial to rigorously investigate that hypothesis.

Information retrieval can play an important role in both
approaches to collecting medical evidence. However, the use
of information retrieval methods in collecting practice-based
evidence requires moving away from traditional document-
oriented retrieval as the end goal in itself, to viewing that
retrieval as an intermediate step towards knowledge discov-
ery and population-scale data mining. Furthermore, it may
require the development of more context-specific retrieval
strategies, designed to identify specific characteristics of in-
terest and support particular tasks in the medical context.

2. IR AND EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
In evidence-based medicine, collection and meta-analysis

of the published literature of clinical trials form the foun-
dation of systematic reviews (e.g., Cochrane Reviews [1]).
The production of such reviews has traditionally been done
using painstaking exhaustive searches of the literature and
human synthesis of published experimental results. It has
been argued that automation is both necessary and possible
[2, 7]. There is a clear role for information retrieval in this
process, to identify publications relevant to a given review,
although further structuring of the information within the
documents retrieved is also needed [3].

A number of targeted search engines for the published

Copyright is held by the author.
MedIR 2014 July 11, 2014, Gold Coast, Australia

biomedical literature have been developed that aim to im-
prove search effectiveness for biomedical researchers [4]. Sev-
eral incorporate the results of information extraction, such
as named entity recognition for specific relevant entity types
(e.g., drugs and diseases), with the objective of enabling
concept-based indexing of the literature.

3. IR AND PRACTICE-BASED EVIDENCE
Data mining of electronic health records for medical evi-

dence demands processing of the wealth of clinical data now
recorded in natural language text. Transformation of this
unstructured data into a structured representation is needed
for incorporation of the information it contains into broader
data mining. Many transformations can be cast as informa-
tion retrieval tasks: for instance, identifying patients sat-
isfying particular profiles (e.g., for recruitment into clinical
trials or registries), or retrieval of case histories correspond-
ing to specific treatment protocols. Development of general
approaches to such tasks will likely require a mix of informa-
tion retrieval and domain-specific information extraction.

4. CONCLUSION
The boundaries between information retrieval, informa-

tion extraction, and data mining are blurring; bringing them
together, in an activity commonly referred to as text mining,
can result in heterogeneous methods that will enable sifting
through the entirety of the clinical record, including both its
unstructured and structured components. This in turn will
enable clinical decision making based on data derived from
large populations in the “laboratory” of the natural world.
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ABSTRACT 
The Internet has become a popular source of health information. 
However, in-depth understanding of the information seeking 
behaviour of online health information is limited. We conducted 
an experiment to investigate the information needs and behaviours 
of health information seekers. This paper reports on a model of 
behavioural patterns drawn on the experimental results, and 
implications for designing a better user experience for the 
exploration of online health information. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine Systems – Human 
information processing. 

General Terms 
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Exploratory search, health, information seeking, human behaviour 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Internet provides a variety of choices for consumer health 
information, from official health websites, private health service 
providers, personal blogs, to discussion forums. Studies have 
shown that lay-people look for health information online when 
they encounter health problems [1][2]. While we understand the 
demands of accessing health information on the Internet, there are 
few studies investigating the information needs and the 
characterising information seeking behaviours of these seekers. 
Our research aims to bridge this gap. 

Search engines are the de-facto primary method of finding 
information on the web. This also applies to health seekers. 
However, the user experience in the health context is often not 
satisfactory due to a number of factors, including the nature of 
health information, the level of knowledge possessed by the 
seeker, and the skill of formulating search keywords [3][4][5][6]. 

When dealing with unfamiliar and unknown problems, or 
involving a task for which the goal remains unclear, the 

information seeking processes tends become more exploratory 
[7][8]. We argue that this exploratory search behaviour applies to 
health information seekers as well. In contrast to executing a 
search query and reading through the result, exploratory search 
involves a series of cognitive learning and query reformulation 
processes. A more complete picture of the knowledge domain is 
being built in this process. The exploratory process also implies 
the existence of both learning and investigative activities. Seekers 
end up knowing more information than they expected at the 
beginning. One of our goals is to design a system that better 
supports such exploration, which traditional search engines are 
not designed for. 

In order to understand more deeply the effects on human 
behaviour of these health information needs, we ran interview 
sessions and observation experiments with 20 participants. During 
the observation, the participants displayed diverse behavioural 
patterns. Summarised from these patterns, we propose a model to 
describe the seeking behaviour in terms of research tactics and 
reading engagement. The findings indicate there exists a lack of 
features in both search engines and health websites to support 
health information seeking, which is essentially an exploratory 
search. We plan to build an experimental health website to 
address these problems in the next phase of our research. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section we draw on the literature to explain what we mean 
by the three phrases: online health information seeking, health 
information needs and exploratory search. These concepts are 
guiding the direction of this research. 

2.1 Online Health Information Seeking 
Health information seeking on the Internet is different from other 
types of searches in many ways. Lay-people usually have only 
limited knowledge in the medical domain [9], or face difficulties 
in utilising technical or medical language for searching [4][5]. On 
the other hand, dealing with health issues is stressful and 
uncertain and very likely to demonstrate a different information 
need [10]. 

A study showed 72% of U.S. Internet users have tried to access 
health information online [2]. Seekers look for a broad range of 
health information, which includes disease information, causes 
and treatments, diet information, health lifestyles, etc. 
[1][2][9][12][13][14][15], and in various stages of a health 
problem [16][17]. The diverse types of health information 
demanded reflect differences in information needs which result in 
different seeking behaviour. 
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2.2 Health Information Needs 
Information needs arise when people realise their existing 
knowledge is inadequate to satisfy their goal. Finding information 
is an attempt to bridge a knowledge gap. A knowledge gap 
appears whenever people perceive there is not enough information 
in their minds and as a result they will start searching for 
information to fill the blanks [11]. This process is also known as a 
sense-making process [18]. 

Alzougool et al. investigated different information needs in the 
health context [10][19]. They propose that health information 
needs can be further classified into recognised and unrecognised 
needs. Cartright et al. [20] argued that health information seeking 
can be split into two partitions – evidence-based and hypothesis-
directed. Through analysing queries in search engine sessions, 
they clustered the foci of searches in terms of causes, symptoms, 
remedies, or combinations of any of these. This could be useful to 
predict the information needs of exploratory health seekers.  

2.3 Exploratory Search 
Exploratory search involves learning and investigation in addition 
to lookup efforts, where the seeker interacts with information 
systems to retrieve a wider range of information [7]. Exploratory 
search can be found when the individual tries to address 
unfamiliar or unknown problems [21], as may be the case for 
health-related concerns. White and Roth add that people who are 
unfamiliar with the domain of their goals, or unsure about the 
ways to achieve their goals, or even unsure about their goals, will 
engage in exploratory search [8]. 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 
Previous research about health information seeking behaviours 
does not capture well the actual patterns of the interactions among 
search engines and health websites. The aim of this experiment 
was to form an in-depth understanding of information needs and 
the patterns of related information seeking behaviours. We 
arranged sessions with individual participants in which we 
interviewed them about their experiences on health information 
seeking, and then gave them two tasks to carry out. We recorded 
the interviews and screen activities for further analysis. 

The study was carried out from October to December of 2013. 
Posters were presented in various locations across the university 
for recruiting participants. E-mail invitations were sent out to 
encourage participation. Participants were also allowed to invite 
potential participants to our study through their connections. 
Recruitment continued until data saturation was achieved. This 
experiment was voluntary and no incentive was given to 
participants for the study. 

Each study lasted about an hour and consisted of three sections: 
the first section was a semi-structured interview about their past 
experiences of finding health information on the web; participants 
were then given a computer to find online health information for 
two pre-defined tasks in the second part; the last section included 
another semi-structured interview to help researchers further 
understand how participants performed the tasks. We did not 
restrict the participants to use a specific website or instruct them 
to use a search engine. To avoid bias, we cleared the home page 
and all browsing history in the browser prior to each session. All 
interview content and screen activities were recorded. 

The search tasks represented two different styles of common 
health scenarios. In one scenario, participants were asked to find 
information on how to care for a diabetic family member; in the 
other, participants were tasked with identifying information to 

append to a Wikipedia page on urination problems and their 
symptoms. The first scenario was designed with the aim of 
observing seeking behaviours for explicit recognised needs, 
whereas the second targeted for unrecognised needs with a more 
vague description of a health problem. 

Interviews were transcribed and reduced to a number of codes 
iteratively [22]. Content that was relevant to health information 
seeking behaviours were organised into themes. Themes were 
derived with a thematic analysis approach [23]. Screen recordings 
were reviewed manually. A navigation graph was built for each 
participant to describe the web activity patterns in each session. 

4. RESULTS 
In total 20 participants completed our lab experiment (11 male; 9 
female). In terms of identity, they comprised 8 students, 9 
university staff and 3 external participants. The age distribution is 
listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Age Distribution of Participants 

Age Group N Percentage 
21-30 8 40% 
31-40 6 30% 
41-50 4 20% 

Over 50 2 10% 
 

4.1 Motivation for Exploratory Search 
One of the themes emerging from the interviews regarded the 
motivation for exploratory search. Not every search about health 
topics is an instance of exploratory search, however, we have 
observed that both recognised and unrecognised information 
needs motivated people to perform exploratory search in our study.  

Firstly, searches triggered by recognised needs are found to be 
more exploratory. For example, participants with health problems 
or those diagnosed with a certain illness. The need is also 
demanding if the issue is related to people’s loved ones. They had 
a clearer mind about what information is helpful for the scenario, 
and possessed explicit information needs on aspects such as 
treatments and remedies. In this case, the recognised need mainly 
has the purpose of helping to understand the complete picture of 
the situation or getting more options for facing the health problem. 
The seeker is persistent in trying different ways to discover and 
read information as well. 

Unrecognised needs were observed to stimulate exploratory 
search as well. People do not have a clear target, and therefore 
tend to approach different sources to make sense of the 
information – this is illustrative of exploratory behaviour during 
the search. Examples include people passively encountering 
contradictory messages, suspecting the validity of the information, 
or simply feeling curious about certain information. They seek 
additional sources without knowing what exactly is needed nor 
why it is needed. They usually become more open minded to the 
information obtained but are still cautious about it to avoid wrong 
information. 

4.2 Behavioural Patterns 
Participants were requested to perform two search tasks in our lab 
study sessions. For each task, we manually constructed a 
navigation graph to describe the pattern of the interaction among 
search engines, individual web pages and clicks on hyperlinks. 36 
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graphs were generated while 4 tasks not completed by participants 
due to time constraints on these lab sessions. From these graphs 
we identified four common patterns (Figure 1). During the search 
process of each task, the overall patterns of the individual’s 
activities may contain one or more these common patterns shown 
in the figure. 

 
Figure 1. Typical Patterns of Health Exploratory Search 

Figure 1(a) shows the simple pattern of executing a keyword 
query on a search engine, skimming one of the search results, and 
then finishing the information seeking process. This is common 
when the seeker just wishes to have some quick facts. The search 
stops once the information is found. 

Figure 1(b) is similar to (a) in the small number of searches 
performed, but the seeker engages in longer and deeper readings. 
The seeker examines the web page returned by the search engine, 
also follows hyperlinks provided page-by-page and continues 
reading. The duration of reading is longer as the seeker digests 
and absorbs the information. The series of reading continues until 
no more valuable information is found. 

Figure 1(c) presents not much reading but more query 
reformulations. The seeker in this case relies on the search engine 
to explore new information. Most of the time, he/she tries to skim 
through the search results and picks up only web pages that are 
relevant to the information need. Meanwhile the seeker will adjust 
the query keywords with the information read and submit a new 
query, if the overall search result is not satisfactory. The query 
reformulation particularly occurs when the user cannot discover 
new useful information with visible means (e.g. links) and feels 
the information in the website is exhausted. 

Seekers in Figure 1(d) use hyperlinks to discover new information. 
They choose a small number of good websites (usually large and 
reputable) for examination. In these well-designed health websites, 
connections among pages are well-defined and hyperlinks are 
placed in a useful manner. Seekers can trace the related 
information through levels of hyperlinks easily and do not need to 
query the search engine as often as in other scenarios. 

4.3 Model of Behavioural Outcome 
From the perspective of enhancing user experience and suggesting 
design implications, conceptualising the information seeking 
behaviour is crucial. Drawn on the patterns in the previous section, 
we build up a model to abstract the behaviour outcome of online 
health information seeking behaviour (Figure 2). 

R
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ea
rc

h 
Ta

ct
ic

s Extensive Extensive Research 
Low Reading 

Extensive Research 
High Reading 

Basic Basic Research 
Low Reading 

Basic Research 
High Reading 

 Low High 
 Reading Engagement 

Figure 2. Model of Behavioural Outcome 

This matrix presents a combination of seeker’s research tactics 
and reading engagement. Research tactics represent the eagerness 
and motivation for finding out in-depth information. For more 
exploratory seekers, a wider range of information is needed, and 
thus the extensive tactics represent a greater effort to locate, filter, 
learn and discover other information within the current knowledge 
domain. Whereas less research effort will be put for the basic 
tactics, which often appear when looking for surfaced, easy-to-
obtain and easy-to-read information. 

Reading engagement measures the duration of reading and the 
intention of absorbing the information. Skimming and reading just 
the page summary fall into the group of low engagement while 
pursuing and digesting the information is considered as high 
engagement. 

4.4 Guidelines for Design 
Drawn on the abovementioned findings, we propose two areas of 
improvements for enhancing the user experience of exploratory 
health information seekers. These are (1) assisting the discovery 
of new information, and (2) adapting to users’ reading needs. 

The discovery of information within a website is important. In 
general, health websites collect many articles but we have noticed 
that seekers are not always able to reach all of them. This implies 
a problem of either users not knowing what they want, or that they 
cannot effectively use a search engine to explore. As seen in 
Figure 2, seekers with the basic research tactics stay within a 
single website rather than utilising a search engine for to look 
other sites. In this regard, a system that understands their 
information needs and recommends relevant information for 
further reading is preferable. 

Figure 2 identifies a spectrum of reading engagement, suggesting 
that a health website needs to adjust to both low and high reading 
levels. In low engagement behaviour, users prefer to skim and 
quickly read through the articles to determine the usefulness 
before committing to a longer reading. In this case, an abstract or 
summary could be provided for their convenience. On the other 
hand, users with high reading engagement may prefer a design 
emphasising readability, such as font size, line spacing, section 
navigation, etc.  
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Extensive research seekers (the upper row in Figure 2) generally 
do not have major problems in finding the information. 
Corresponding to Figure 1 (c) and (d), they illustrate patterns of 
putting efforts to discover, locate and filter needed information. 
They also spend most of the time to judge the relevance of the 
materials, and seek alternatives if the information is not relevant. 
Both of the two design implications would be beneficial to this 
type of seekers. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper reports on a lab experiment with the aim to understand 
online health information seeking behaviour. From this study, we 
have identified that a variety of information needs that drive 
exploratory search, and a diversity in behavioural patterns. We 
have proposed a simple model using two factors, research tactics 
and reading engagement, that is useful for reflecting on user 
behaviour and starting to think about how we can design systems 
to provide better support for exploratory behaviours. These 
findings sight the directions we could work on to improve the user 
experience of health information seekers. 

We will focus on designing a better environment for exploratory 
search in the health context. The next phase of this research is to 
build a testing health website with the goal on assisting the 
discovery of new information and enhancing reading engagement. 
A larger scale of user study will be launched to gather feedback 
and evaluate the new design elements in this new website. 
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ABSTRACT 

The accuracy of document processing activities such as retrieval 

or event extraction can be improved by resolution of lexical 

ambiguities. In this brief paper we investigate coreference 

resolution in biomedical texts, reporting on an experiment that 

shows the benefit of domain-specific knowledge. Comparison of a 

state-of-the-art general system with a purpose-built system shows 

that the latter is a dramatic improvement. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

Computing methodologies:: artificial intelligence:: natural 

language processing:: information extraction, phonology/ 

morphology; Applied computing:: life and medical science:: 

health informatics. 

General Terms 

Algorithms, Performance, Reliability. 

Keywords 

Coreference resolution, domain-specific knowledge, named entity 

recognition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The peer-reviewed scientific literature is a vast repository of 

authoritative knowledge. The life sciences literature is the basis of 

biomedical research and clinical practice, and must be searchable 

to be of value. However, with around 40,000 new journal papers 

every month, manual discovery or annotation is infeasible, and 

thus it is critical that document processing techniques be robust 

and accurate, to enable not only conventional search, but 

automated discovery and assessment of knowledge such as 

interacting relationships (events and facts) between biomolecules 

such as proteins, genes, chemical compounds and drugs. 

Biological molecular pathways, for example, integrated with 

knowledge of relevant protein-protein interactions, or chemical 

reactions, are used to understand complex biological processes 

that could explain specific health conditions in human body in 

biomedical and pharmaceutical research. 

A particular challenge is the need for lexical ambiguity resolution 

[1]. Lexical ambiguity is a general problem for text processing – 

such as for search or for event extraction – but is particularly 

acute in this domain, which has a vast but inconsistent technical 

lexicon; the domain also presents particular opportunities, 

because many technical terms are constructed in accordance with 

a set of highly standardized rules. Thus while there are particular 

kinds of ambiguity (genes and proteins may share names, for 

example) there are also deductions that can be made from name 

structure (for example, that a certain name must be a chemical). 

A key obstacle is the low detection reliability of hidden or 

complex mentions of entities involving coreference expressions in 

natural language texts [2, 3]. Thus, coreference resolution is an 

essential task in information extraction, because it can 

automatically provide links between entities, and as well can 

facilitate better indexing for medical information search with rich 

semantic information.  

For example, the following passage includes an interacting 

relation; the binding event between the anaphoric mention the 

protein and a cell entity CD40 is implied in the text. The mention 

the protein refers to the specific protein name, TRAF2, previously 

mentioned in the same discourse.  

… The phosphorylation appears to be related to the 

signalling events that are activated by TRAF2 under 

these circumstances, since two non-functional mutants 

were found to be phosphorylated significantly less than 

the wild-type protein. Furthermore, the phosphorylation 

status of TRAF2 had significant effects on the ability of 

the protein to bind to CD40, as evidenced by our 

observations …    

Such anaphoric mentions, or pronouns in texts, are mostly ignored 

by event extraction systems, and are not considered as term 

occurrences in information retrieval systems. In this brief paper, 

we report an initial investigation of the challenges of biomedical 

coreference resolution, test an existing general domain 

coreference resolution system on biomedical texts, and 

demonstrate that domain-specific knowledge can be helpful for 

coreference resolution for the biomedical domain.   

2. EXPERIMENT 
To evaluate the important of domain-specific knowledge, we 

compare an existing coreference resolution system, TEES, that 

uses a domain-specific named entity recognition (NER) module 

with an existing general system, CoreNLP, that does not use a 

domain-specific NER. The aim is to explore how domain-specific 

information impacts on performance for coreference resolution 

involving protein and gene entities. The TEES system, which 

includes a biomedical domain-specific NER component for 

protein and gene mentions [4], and the Stanford CoreNLP system, 

which uses syntactic and discourse information but no NER 

outputs [5], are evaluated on a domain-specific annotated corpus. 
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2.1 Data Sets 
We use the training dataset from the Protein Coreference Shared 

task at BioNLP 2011 [2] for our evaluation of existing 

coreference resolution systems. The annotated corpus includes 

2,313 coreference relations, which are pairs of anaphors and 

antecedents related to protein and gene entities, from 800 Pubmed 

journal abstracts. As shown in Table 1, this gold standard dataset 

consists of coreference relations involving relative pronouns such 

as which, that, or who, or pronouns such as it, its, or they. Among 

2,313 coreference relations, 560 relations embed one or more 

specific protein and gene name. 

Table 1. Statistics of the annotated corpus at the coreference 

relation level 

Anaphor 

Relative pronoun 1,174 (51%) 

Pronoun 754 (32%) 

Definite Noun Phrase 346 (15%) 

Indefinite Noun Phrase 11 (0.5%) 

Proper Noun 22 (1%) 

Unclassified 6 
   

Antecedent 

Including protein/gene 560 

Including conjunction 217 

Cross-sentence 389 

Identical relation 43 

Head-word match 254 

 

2.2 Results 
Performance for identification of coreference mentions and 

relations of each system evaluated on the annotated corpus is 

compared in Table 2. The Stanford system achieved low 

performance with F-score 12% and 2% for the detection of 

coreference mentions and relations respectively, and produced a 

greater number of detected mentions, while the TEES system 

achieved better performance with F-score 69% and 37% for 

coreference mention and relation levels respectively, but produced 

smaller number of detections, which reduced system recall. Both 

systems demonstrate huge reduction in detection of coreference 

relations from the mention detection with the number of exact 

matched 1,006 at the mention level to 112 by the Stanford system, 

as well as from 2,466 to 546 by the TEES system. 

Table 2. Results of evaluation of existing systems on the 

annotated corpus 

 Stanford TEES 

 Mention Relation Mention Relation 

Gold corpus 4,367 2,313 4,367 2,313 

System detected 12,848 7,387 2,796 707 

Exact match 1,006 112 2,466 564 

Precision 0.08 0.02 0.88 0.80 

Recall 0.23 0.05 0.56 0.24 

F-score 0.12 0.02 0.69 0.37 

 

Our investigation of low performance by each system at the 

coreference relation level is analysed in detail in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Analysis of performance of existing systems 

comparing to the annotated corpus 

Several factors such as lack of domain-specific knowledge (A), 

bias towards selection of closest candidate of antecedent (B), 

limiting analysis to within-sentence relations (C), syntactic 

parsing error (D), and disregard of definite noun phrase (E) have 

been observed. The main cause, lack of domain-specific 

knowledge, is explored below. 

The annotated corpus contains 560 coreference relations, where 

anaphoric mentions refer to protein or gene entities previously 

mentioned in a text. For those coreference relations, the TEES 

system outperformed the Stanford system by identifying 155 true 

positives – far more than the 38 identified by the Stanford system, 

as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Result of performance of existing systems for 

coreference relations involving protein names 

  Output Precision Recall F-score 

Stanford 
TP   38 

0.02 0.07 0.03 
FP 1732 

TEES 
TP 155 

0.77 0.28 0.41 
FP 46 

 

The Stanford system also produces a large number of false 

positives. Even though half of the false positives are relations 

where anaphors are unclassified, the system links coreference 

relations where an anaphor and an antecedent are identical, or 

have a common head word (the main noun of the phrase). This is 

because coreference resolution systems in general domains aim to 

identify all mentions that refer to the same entity in a text, rather 

than to resolve only specifically anaphoric mentions. Considering 

those anaphoric mentions, inspection of individual instances (as 

illustrated in Figure 2) strongly suggests that lack of domain-

specific knowledge is the main cause of failure. 

On the other hand, the TEES system achieved 77% precision, but 

still only 28% recall. The main reason for the low recall is that the 

system is limited to identification of coreference relations where 

anaphors and antecedents corefer within a single sentence. Even 

though anaphoric coreference mentions mostly link to their 

antecedents across sentences, the system still identified 155 

correct coreference relations by taking advantage of domain-

specific information provided through recognition of proteins. 

Figure 2 demonstrates how the process of NER in the biomedical 

domain helps to determine correct coreference relations. In the 
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example, the anaphoric mention the protein is correctly identified 

as referring to TRAF2 by the TEES system, but the Stanford 

System links it to the incorrect antecedent the wild-type protein.  

 

Figure 2. Example of a coreference relation involving a protein 

entity, and results of coreference resolution performed by both 

the TEES and the Stanford systems 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, we have explored how domain-specific knowledge 

can be helpful for resolving coreferring expressions in the 

biomedical domain. The performance difference between a system 

using a domain-specific NER approach and a general system is 

substantial. In detailed analysis of individual cases of failure (not 

reported here) we have observed that the domain knowledge, 

rather than variation in methods, is the main explanation for the 

success of the domain-specific approach. 
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ABSTRACT
Physicians and nurses express their judgments and observa-
tions towards a patient’s health status in clinical narratives.
Thus, their judgments are explicitly or implicitly included in
patient records. To get impressions on the current health sit-
uation of a patient or on changes in the status, analysis and
retrieval of this subjective content is crucial. In this paper,
we approach this question as sentiment analysis problem and
analyze the feasibility of assessing these judgments in clin-
ical text by means of general sentiment analysis methods.
Specifically, the word usage in clinical narratives and in a
general text corpus is compared. The linguistic characteris-
tics of judgments in clinical narratives are collected. Besides,
the requirements for sentiment analysis and retrieval from
clinical narratives are derived.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]:
Content Analysis and Indexing

Keywords
Clinical text mining, Sentiment analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis deals with determining the sentiment

with respect to a specific topic expressed in natural language
text. So far, the development of sentiment analysis meth-
ods concentrated on processing very opinionated, subjective
texts such as customer reviews [3, 4]. Clearly, sentiment in
clinical documents differs from sentiment in user-generated
content or other text types. With the term sentiment we
refer to information on the health status, or on the outcome
of a medical treatment or change / seriousness of a symptom
(e.g. serious pain) or the certainty of an observation. The
work presented in this paper intends to get a more complete

MedIR July 11, 2014, Gold Coast, Australia
Copyright is held by  the author/owner(s).

view on the facets of sentiment in clinical texts. With the
development of the principles of evidence-based medicine [6]
and digital patient modeling [1], the observations and judg-
ments expressed in clinical narratives will play a crucial role
for the clinical decision process.

Consider the following scenario: During the daily ward
round, a physician is making observations with respect to
the health status of a patient (e.g. symptoms improved).
The patient describes his personal experiences on the symp-
toms such as the degree of pain. All this information reflects
the individual health status and is documented in clinical
notes. Retrieving, analyzing and aggregating this informa-
tion over time can support the treatment decisions and al-
lows a physician to quickly get an overview on the health
status. Another application example is retrieving attitudes
from clinical documents which can support assessing the out-
come of treatments. In this way, labor-intensive user studies
for treatment or medication evaluation can be facilitated.

For processing clinical narratives in the last years, effec-
tive algorithms in particular for named entity recognition
and relation extraction [2] have been developed. Based on
recognized entities and relations between entities, sentiments
expressed in medical narratives can now be analyzed to offer
an upper-level text understanding. Further, a corresponding
retrieval of judgments or sentiments can be realized. How-
ever, sentiments, opinions and intentions expressed in clin-
ical narratives have not been well exploited yet. In this
paper, we start analyzing the sentiment expressions used in
clinical texts through a linguistic comparison with a non-
medical, subjective text corpus.
Conventional methods for sentiment analysis have been de-
veloped for processing subjective on-line documents such as
weblogs and forums. In this paper, our goal is to analyze
the applicability of such methods for sentiment analysis in
clinical narratives. We will identify necessary extensions of
existing methods and come up with the requirement of sen-
timent in clinical narratives. To this end, we will first com-
pare two types of medical narratives (radiology report and
nurse letter) with a weblog data set. The lexical and linguis-
tic differences will be presented. Afterwards, we will apply
a general subjectivity lexicon to medical narratives using
dictionary-based methods. Sources of errors of this simple
sentiment recognition approach will be discussed. The fol-
lowing research questions will be addressed:

1. In comparison with user generation content, which lex-
ical characteristics do clinical narratives have?
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2. What characterizes sentiments in clinical narratives?

3. Can existing methods for sentiment analysis be ap-
plied? Which adaptations are necessary?

2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN THE MEDI-
CAL DOMAIN

To our best knowledge, few work considered sentiment
analysis in medical texts: Xia et al. [9] have indicated that
sentiments are topics-related. Their approach to sentiment
analysis starts with a standard topic classifier based on topic
labels. In the second step, special classifiers are initialized
to detect the polarity for each topic. The multi-step clas-
sification method has earned a nearly 10% improvement of
F1 measure in comparison with the single-step approach.
Niu et al. consider sentiment analysis in biomedical litera-
ture [5]. They exploit a supervised method to classify the
polarity at sentence level. The linguistic features such as
uni-grams, bi-grams and negations are employed. The med-
ical terms are merely replaced by their semantic category.
The category information and context information are de-
rived from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS1).
The combination of linguistic features and domain-specific
knowledge have improved the accuracy of the algorithm.
In summary, existing methods for sentiment analysis in the
medical domain focus on processing biomedical literature
and patient-generated text. The clinical text which is used
to record the activities and judgments of health care work-
ers has not yet been analyzed. Moreover, the existing ap-
proaches and definitions of sentiment in the medical domain
are derived from general sentiment analysis for Web 2.0 me-
dia. Clinical context and medical knowledge have not been
used thoroughly besides some category meta data derived
from the UMLS [7, 5]. We expect that due to different ex-
pressions and the more objective way of writing in the clini-
cal narratives, the conventional sentiment analysis methods
need to be adapted to cope with the clinical context. We
will concentrate on that particular text material.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Text Material
In order to analyze the differences between the language

in clinical narratives and general texts from the Internet,
200 nurse letters and 200 radiology reports from “MIMIC II
Database2” have been chosen as corpus. These documents
form the domain-specific data source in our assessment. For
comparison reasons, we additionally consider 200 technical
interviews downloaded from the website Slashdot3. We have
chosen that particular dataset since it belongs to the cate-
gory of user-generated, subjective content. Given the tech-
nical topics, we however expect a certain similarity, mainly
an objectivity as it occurs in clinical narratives.
Nurse Letter: A nurse letter is part of a patient record,
and is written by nurses on duty. Its content reflects the
situation of the patient and the feedback to the ongoing
treatment. It is written in a relatively subjective manner.
Acronyms and typos appear very often in nurse letters.

1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/, accessed:
20.04.2014
2http://www.physionet.org/, accessed 20.04.2014
3http://slashdot.org, accessed 20.04.2014

Radiology Report: A radiological report is mainly used
to inform the treating physicians about the findings in an
radiological examination. It starts usually with a medical
history, which is followed by a description of the region of
interest and questions for the examinations. The texts con-
tain many judgments and observations as observed in the
examination.
Slashdot Interviews: Slashdot is a technology-related we-
blog, which covers different technical topics. The users ex-
press their opinions on certain topics. We chose the tech-
nical interviews as benchmark instead of movie or product
review, since technical interviews contain also a relatively
large amount of terminologies.

3.2 Linguistic and Sentiment Analysis of the
Data Sets

Apparently, the three text sources are different in terms
of terminology usage and content. The interview corpus is
typical user generated content. We expect that the corpus
will contain a relatively large amount of sentiment terms
and subjective expressions, while the clinical narratives are
written in a more objective way. Less opinionated terms and
rather more clinical terminology are expected. However, the
question is whether the terminology and word usage is re-
ally distributed as expected. To what extent do the corpora
differ with respect to linguistic characteristics? Recalling
our initial research questions, we need to answer whether
existing sentiment lexicons can provide the basis for ana-
lyzing judgments and sentiments in clinical narratives. In
order to address these questions, an extraction pipeline has
been built to obtain part of speeches and sentiment terms
from the texts and to determine their occurrence frequency.
The Penn Tree POS-tagger4 and the SL sentiment lexicon
[8] (contains 8,221 single-term subjective expressions) have
been exploited for this purpose. The punctuation, numbers
and stop words were also extracted and their proportions
were calculated.

After analyzing the linguistic composition of the data sets,
we want to study the applicability of a dictionary-based sen-
timent analysis approach on clinical narratives. Potential
limitations of the approach when applied to medical narra-
tives will be identified. For this purpose, we have created
an experiment pipeline in KNIME5. Two dictionary taggers
were applied to recognize positive and negative terms in the
text respectively. A voting algorithm is applied to calculate
the polarity for each document. It is based on the number
of positive and negative occurrences and handles negations.
Although it is only a simple approach, it is a direct method
to evaluate the compatibility between the subjectivity lexi-
con and clinical narratives. The SL sentiment lexicon from
Wilson et al. [8] is used by the dictionary tagger. It com-
prises a large amount of adjectives, adverbs, but also nouns
and verbs expressing sentiments. For evaluation purposes,
the three corpora were annotated with an overall document
polarity at document level by one physician from our uni-
versity hospital.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results of the Linguistic Analysis
4http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ treebank/, accessed 20.04.2014
5http://www.knime.org/, accessed 20.4.2014
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Figure 1: Result of the Linguistic Analysis

In Figure 1, the proportions of punctuations, numbers,
stop words, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs as well
as the sentiment terms are illustrated. Part of speeches of
terms that matched with the sentiment lexicon have not
been considered. The result has partially confirmed our ex-
pectation.

Sentiment Terms: According to the results, the normal in-
terview corpus contains the highest proportion of sentiment
terms with 8%, while the radiology reports contain 4% and
nurse letters 6% sentiment terms. These results have ap-
proved our observation that nurse letters are written more
subjectively in comparison to radiology reports, but they
are still more objective than the interviews. The sentiments
expressed in nurse letters are normally implicit and appear
with the description of patient’s health status, or the social
records for the visitors of the patients. Opinionated terms
and expressions such as suspicion, negation, approval or rec-
ommendations can be found in radiology reports mainly in
the conclusion section or impression part at the end of the
whole report.

Number: Numbers are one of the most important elements
in clinical reports, where they are mainly used to represent
the dose of medications, the size of a tumor or the frequency
of a treatment, etc. In our clinical data sets, numbers com-
prise between 2% and 3% of the words or characters. In
contrast, in the interviews almost no numbers occur, since
the discussions in weblogs are more likely to use simple,
colloquial vocabulary to present the personal attitudes and
preferences.

Stop Word: The nurse letters and radiology reports con-
tain 13% and 17% stop words respectively. In contrast, the
percentage of stop words in the interview corpus is with 32%
significantly higher, which shows that the clinical documents
are clearly written in a concise way, focusing on facts.

Nouns and Pronouns: What noteworthy is, the percentage
of nouns in radiology reports (31%) and nurse letter (33%)
is clearly higher than the percentage of nouns in interviews
(21%), while the percentage of pronouns in the interviews
(4%) is notably higher than in the radiology report (0%)
and nurse letters (1%). The reason is that in medical facts
are described in clinical narratives using nouns from medical
terminologies (e.g. names of diseases, symptoms , medica-
tions). In contrast, the interviews contain more subjective
terms and use a large amount of first person expressions to
express the ideas and opinions of individuals.

Adjective and Adverb: Another interesting finding is that
the clinical narratives contain a substantial amount of ad-

Types Accu(overall) F1(Bad) F1(Neutral) F1(Good)

Interviews 0.696 0.754 0.367 0.735

Nurse
Letter

0.420 0.437 0.216 0.503

Radiology
Report

0.446 0.297 0.080 0.559

Table 1: Sentiment Analysis Results: Accuracy and
F1 measure for three text types

jectives (6-8% of the terms) that are not included in the SL
sentiment lexicon. In contrast, all adjectives in the interview
corpus matched with the sentiment lexicon. The additional
adjectives in clinical narratives are mainly related to body
locations, such as “left” side, “right” side, “vertical”, ”dorsal”,
“cervical”. They express neither emotion nor attitude but
anatomical concepts and relative locations in the body. In
summary, the nurse letters show a relatively higher linguis-
tic similarity to technical interviews than radiology reports.
They are to a certain extent more subjectively written than
radiology reports. The large amount of the medical terms
(noun, adjective) describe the status of a patient. They re-
flect the attitudes of physicians. Thus, the implicit clinical
events may influence the polarity outcome of a clinical re-
port as well. Consequently, the implicit clinical events and
evidences are expected to be relevant to understand and in-
terpret the status of the patient.

4.2 Results of the Sentiment Analysis
The automatically retrieved polarity for the texts were

compared to the manual annotation done by clinical experts.
The overall accuracy and F1 measure for the three text types
is shown in Table 4.1: Accuracy is the proportion of true
results in the population. The sentiment analysis of inter-
views leads to an acceptable accuracy of 69.6%. The results
for nurse letters and radiology reports have merely achieved
the accuracies of 42% and 44% respectively. This shows that
existing methods need to be adapted when processing these
texts and that sentiment is different. Furthermore, the F1
measure for positive texts (F1 good) is significantly higher
for the clinical texts than for negative (F1 bad) texts. A
manual assessment showed that the positive sentiments or
outcomes are described in an explicit way, e.g., by phrases
such as the “patient slept well, the treatment has a satisfac-
tory result” or “the tube has been placed successfully”. For
negative clinical events, the nurse and physician were more
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likely to express the status of patient in a careful and cau-
tious manner, e.g. by phrase such as “some situation cannot
be excluded or need further pathological investigation”. The
radiology reports are more likely to exclude or confirm the
occurrences of certain clinical events rather than to give a
final diagnosis. In addition, the recognition of neutral sit-
uations is difficult, since the judgment of neutral outcome
depends on the recognition of positive and negative terms.
However, neutral clinical outcomes in real world are proba-
bly not objectively expressed. Some surgical result may only
show moderate effect, but it may turn out to be an insignif-
icant outcome in nurse letters or might even produce some
negative feedbacks. During the annotation, our physician
tended to give more positive and negative judgments to the
reports rather than neutral ones, since the determination
of “neutral” needs more context and reference, which is not
that easy to obtain without knowing the complete patient
history.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied the linguistic characteris-

tics of clinical narratives compared to a web data set and
analyzed the feasibility of a simple sentiment analysis ap-
proach on clinical narratives. The results provide important
insights to understand sentiment in clinical narratives and
to continue with developing corresponding analysis meth-
ods. The initial three research questions raised in Section 1
can be answered.

1. The linguistic analysis showed that clinical narratives
contain a moderate amount of sentiment terms. In
contrast to the web data set, more numbers, medi-
cal terms (nouns), location-related adjectives are ex-
ploited and less stop words, and less pronouns are in-
cluded. This composition and word usage reflects the
objectivity and preciseness of the clinical writing style.

2. By analyzing the clinical documents, we learned more
about the nature of sentiment in clinical narratives.
Sentiment can concern the general health status of a
patient, the outcome of a treatment or of a specific
medical condition or can concern uncertainty of an ob-
servation. Good, bad or positive and negative is
manifested in status changes, e.g. an improvement or
worsening of a certain medical or physical condition or
the success or failure of a treatment. Sentiment can be
seen as health status of a patient: The patient’s health
status can be good, bad or normal at some point in
time, expressed either implicitly or explicitly. By an-
alyzing that health status over time, improvements or
worsening in the status can be recognized. An implicit
description of a health status concerns the mentioning
of critical symptoms (e.g. serious pain, extreme weight
loss, high blood pressure). A explicit description of the
health status is reflected through phrases such as “the
patient recovered well” or “normal”. Sentiment in clin-
ical texts can be the outcome of a treatment or the im-
pact of a specific medical condition, i.e. whether the
condition improved or worsens which allows to draw
conclusions on the effect or outcome of a treatment
(positive/negative outcome). The phrase “blood sugar
decreased” could express a positive or negative change
depending on the previous state. A decrease of blood
pressure can be good when it was too high before. This

also shows that for interpreting the detected sentiment,
the context need to be considered. Further, sentiment
can be seen as presence, change in or certainty of a
medical condition. I.e. a medical condition can exist,
improve, worsen, be certain or uncertain. The treat-
ment outcome can be positive, negative (e.g. surgery
was successful or failed), neutral or a treatment can
have no outcome.

3. A simple method for sentiment analysis is not well
suited to analyze sentiment in clinical narratives. Sen-
timent in clinical texts differs significantly from sen-
timent in general texts. In particular, implicit senti-
ments need to be detected. An adapted annotation
scheme should be defined with the help of physicians.
New features for sentiment analysis need to be col-
lected for gathering these subjective sentiments.

In the short term, we will develop a sentiment lexicon spe-
cific for the medical domain. It will define a scheme for
analyzing and retrieving implicit sentiments and attitudes
expressed in clinical texts. The kind of influence and de-
gree of influence of a symptom to the health status will be
defined. This lexicon or ontology will be exploited for devel-
oping a more comprehensive sentiment analysis algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates if and why assessing relevance of
clinical records for a clinical retrieval task is cognitively de-
manding. Previous research has highlighted the challenges
and issues information retrieval systems are faced with when
determining the relevance of documents in this domain, e.g.,
the vocabulary mismatch problem. Determining if this as-
sessment imposes cognitive load on human assessors, and
why this is the case, may shed lights on what are the (cogni-
tive) processes that assessors use for determining document
relevance (in this domain). High cognitive load may impair
the ability of the user to make accurate relevance judgements
and hence the design of IR mechanisms may need to take
this into account in order to reduce the load.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information Search and Re-
trieval
General Terms: Experimentation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The collection of relevance assessments is important for

information retrieval (IR) systems evaluation. Relevance is
a complex notion: subjective to the person performing the
assessment, dependent on contextual factors and often act-
ing on multiple dimensions (i.e., factors like opinion, read-
ability and trustworthiness may influence a relevance judge-
ment) [3]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there
has been little or no work that investigates if and why it is
cognitively demanding for assessors to judge relevance.

In this paper, we aim to determine: (i) if assessing doc-
ument relevance is demanding; if so (ii) what are the indi-
cators of a demanding assessment; and (iii) what are the
reasons behind an assessment being demanding or not. To-
ward these aims, we focus on medical IR, and more specifi-
cally on the task of finding patients suitable to clinical trials,
i.e., the task modelled in the TREC Medical Records Track
(MedTrack) [5]. It has been shown that this is, in general,
a difficult task for IR systems due to factors like vocabu-
lary and granularity mismatch, conceptual implication, and
inferences of similarity [1]. However, no previous work has
explored whether this also applies for humans, and whether
assessing the relevance of health records for this task is cog-
nitively demanding (indeed, difficult) for expert assessors.

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
MedIR July 11, 2014, Gold Coast, Australia.
ACM SIGIR.

Given the familiarity that medical experts have with med-
ical documents, one may posit that the task of assessing
relevance in these documents is not demanding for experts.
On the contrary, our quantitative and qualitative analysis of
a relevance assessment exercise, performed by four experts,
revealed that assessing relevance in the medical domain is
often demanding: assessments required substantial time to
be formed, implying a substantial cognitive load on the as-
sessors. Given this result, we explore and validate a number
of factors associated to both queries and documents that
contribute to the difficulty of the assessment task, revealing
why this task is demanding.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We used data gathered from a previous relevance assess-

ment task [1]. In this previous study, four medical profes-
sionals were asked to judge clinical documents taken from
the TREC MedTrack collection [5]. As we used data from
an existing study not explicitly designed to fully answer the
research questions of this paper, we are constrained by the
data captured in the previous study. Nevertheless, a num-
ber of insights into how demanding assessment are can be
derived.

The original TREC MedTrack queries were used and a
total of 1030 documents were assessed.1 To collect assess-
ments, the Relevation! judging system was used [2]. Queries
were divided between the four assessors with each query be-
ing fully judged by only one assessor. Each assessor also
completed two control queries to familiarise themselves with
the task. As all assessors completed the same control queries,
these were used to determine inter-coder agreement. The
test queries were divided so that each assessor judged, in
total, roughly an equal number of documents. For each doc-
ument, judges were asked to mark the document as “highly
relevant”, “somewhat relevant”or“not relevant”with respect
to that query (as per TREC MedTrack guidelines). In ad-
dition, using Relevation!, assessors could provide a free-text
comment regarding their decision. On completion of judg-
ing all documents for a query, the assessor was also asked to
answer the following questions about the query: 1) “How
difficult was this query to judge?”. Choices: “Very difficult”,
“Moderately difficult”or“Easy”. 2)“How would you rate the
quality of the assessments you have provided for this query?”
Choices: “High quality”, “Average in quality” or “Poor qual-
ity”. 3) “Other comments?” Here judges could provide qual-
itative comments regarding the particular query.

14 queries were excluded from the original 85 TREC MedTrack
queries as no relevance assessments were collected for these.
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As Relevation! is a web-based system, the HTTP access
log was used to capture the interaction assessors had with
the system. This included which queries and documents
they viewed, when documents were judged and, importantly,
the timestamps for these events. These timestamps were
used to extract the amount of time each assessor spent in
judging individual documents.2 The difference in time be-
tween two consecutive HTTP POSTs was used as the mea-
sure of time it took to judge that document. On manual
review, any time periods greater than 2500 seconds (42 min-
utes) was indicated as a break (e.g., lunch or coffee) and
these timings were excluded. Note that qualitative feedback
from assessors (e.g., difficulty and quality) were collected
at query level, while quantitative statistics such as time to
perform a judgement were collected both at query and doc-
ument level.

A total of 58 hours (14.5 hours per assessor) of judging
was required to complete the 942 documents.3 The average
time spent per document was 3.7 minutes. Using the control
queries, inter-coder agreement was found to be 0.85, in-line
with an inter-coder agreement of 0.8 found by the TREC
MedTrack organisers.4 Control queries also contained doc-
uments already judged by TREC assessors; therefore, if the
TREC assessor is added as a fifth assessor, then agreement
between all five assessors was 0.80.

3. IS ASSESSING RELEVANCE
DEMANDING?

To determine if and why assessing relevance is demanding
we analysed: (i) qualitative feedbacks given by assessors in
relation to the assessment difficulty of each query; and (ii)
the amount of time required to judge documents.

3.1 Did assessors find judging difficult?
Assessors rated each query according to how difficult it

was to judge and further provided a self-assessment of the
quality of their judgements. Results are shown in Figure 1.
Assessors stated that about half of the queries were easy to
assess, with the remaining half being of moderate difficulty.
Only one query was considered very difficult to judge.5 Nev-
ertheless, the assessors believed the judgements they pro-
vided were of average or high quality. (No queries were
marked as low quality.)

While these qualitative assessments are ultimately subjec-
tive (the self-perception of difficulty and quality may vary
between assessors), it is clear how a significant number of
assessments was perceived to be more demanding than oth-
ers.

3.2 Time as indicator of demand
Beside examining the qualitative feedback of the difficulty

in assessing documents, we also consider time as an indica-
tor of judging demand. The intuition is that documents that
required more time for assessment are more demanding; sim-

2The HTTP log is available online at:
https://github.com/ielab/MedIR2014-RelanceAssessment
3This number excludes documents from the control queries and
those which took more than 2500 seconds to judge (i.e., where
the assessors was deemed to have taken a break).
4Based on personal communication with Bill Hersh, TREC Med-
Track organiser, 29 May 2013.
5Query 149: “Patients with delirium hypertension and tachycar-
dia”.
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Figure 1: Judges’ qualitative feedback on difficulty
and quality of their assessments.

Difficulty #Queries Median sec./doc

Easy 44 130sec

Moderately Difficult 36 207sec (+59%)

Very Hard 1 219sec (+68%)

Table 1: Timing results by difficulty.

ilarly, the longer it took on average to judge documents for
a query, the more demanding that query.

The use of time as an indicator of assessment demand is
confirmed by the results of Table 1 that shows the judges’
qualitative feedback about query difficulty along with the
median document judging time for each difficulty level. This
analysis shows that queries judged as moderately difficult
took 59% longer to judge than those marked easy, endorsing
the intuition that time is a (fine grain) indicator of assess-
ment demand.

4. WHAT INDUCES COGNITIVE LOAD?

4.1 Are longer documents harder to judge?
Smucker & Clarke found that in web search, judging time

was mainly influenced by document length [4]. Document
length was, therefore, used as the main indicator for their
time-biased evaluation measure [4].

In our study, if document length was also a measure of de-
mand, then the Easy/Mod/Hard label assigned by assessors
would simply relate to short, moderate and long documents
respectively. By extension, shorter documents would be less
demanding to judge. However, this was not found to be
the case: there was no correlation between time to judge a
document and the length of the document (p = −0.0132).

4.2 Are documents with discharge summaries
easier to judge?

Many of the clinical documents used in our collection con-
tained a discharge summary section.6 Assessors commented
that they often skimmed the document looking for a dis-
charge summary section to read first rather than reading the
document from top to bottom. Sometimes the relevance of
a document could be determined from reading the discharge
summary alone.7 Based on these comments, we formed the
hypothesis that documents containing a discharge summary
would be quicker and less demanding to judge. However,
our results show the contrary: the median time to judge a
document with a discharge summary was 184 sec., vs. 118
sec. for documents without a discharge summary.

6A discharge summary is a narrative produced when a patient
is discharged from hospital. Discharge summaries provide an
overview of the patient’s entire stay in hospital.
7Note that not all documents contained discharge summaries.
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Documents Time to judge (seconds)

mean stddev max min

non-relevant 219 191 1614 5

relevant 224 221 2092 26

highly-relevant 167 209 2092 26

somewhat-relevant 289 217 1314 60

Table 2: Timing results by relevance grade.

4.3 Is the grade of relevance related to cogni-
tive load?

Does the relevance grade of a document (i.e. highly rel-
evant, relevant, not relevant) affect how demanding it is to
judge? Table 2 shows the time it takes to judge documents
according to the relevance grade. When considering only bi-
nary relevance (i.e., relevant vs. non-relevant), the average
time to judge relevant and non-relevant documents does not
differ significantly, although the time to judge relevant doc-
uments varies more (stddev); both the maximum and min-
imum judging time are greater for relevant documents. In
contrast, when graded relevance is considered, some impor-
tant differences are revealed: highly relevant documents are
the least demanding to judge, whereas somewhat-relevant
documents are the most demanding to judge. This finding
suggests that clear cases of relevance (highly relevant or non-
relevant) are less demanding. What is demanding is judging
documents where relevance is less certain: cases where rel-
evance is subjective or where the evidence for relevance is
implicit and needs to be inferred. We explore more of these
situations in the following section by analysing the assessors
qualitative feedback.

5. WHY IS ASSESSMENT DEMANDING?
On completion of judging a query, assessors could option-

ally provide free-text, qualitative comments regarding their
judging of the particular query. Assessors provided these
comments for 57 out of 81 (70%) queries. We analysed their
comments to gain a greater insight into their rational for
assessment and to determine why it might be demanding.
Table 3 contains a selection of assessor’s comments which
will be referred to throughout this section. The assessors’
comments were used to identify queries exhibiting the fol-
lowing characteristics: (i) “objective”, where the indicator
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Figure 2: Average time to judge the documents for
queries with different characteristics. Queries re-
quiring some “interpretation” on the part of asses-
sors were the most demanding.

of relevance was clear and explicit according to the assessor;
(ii) “temporal”, where relevance was strongly dependent on
temporal aspects (of query or documents); (iii) “interpreta-
tion”, where the interpretation of the query was subjective
and the assessor had to decide on a particular interpreta-
tion; and (iv) “dependent aspects”, where there were two or
more conditions specified in the query — often dependent on
each other — that had to be met. Queries not exhibiting any
of the aforementioned characteristics were characteristed as
“none”. Note, these characteristics were derived from the
relevance criteria, as stated in the assessor’s comments, and
not according to the query keywords. Queries were grouped
according to these characteristics and we analysed the aver-
age time to judge the documents for queries with that char-
acteristic. This is done to understand if some characteristics
— and therefore some queries — were more demanding than
others. The average time to judge according to each char-
acteristic is shown in Figure 2.

Those queries identified as “none” (n=34, 60%) required,
on average, the least assessment time and were the least
demanding. Queries identified as “objective” (n=12, 21%)
were marginally more demanding, as the assessor had a clear
criteria to identify relevance and all that was required was
to assert if that criteria applied to the particular document.

5.1 The effect of temporality on relevance
For “temporal” queries (n=10, 18%), the assessors specifi-

cally cited temporality as an important factor in determining
relevance. The most common situation was when informa-
tion pertaining to the query was found in the patient’s past
medical history section. Assessors had to decide whether
the information was still valid: some conditions are ongoing
(e.g., query 162, Table 3), while others are temporal and
are unlikely to still be valid (e.g., query 127). In certain
cases, assessors consulted the actual dates of the past med-
ical history information to determine how recent the infor-
mation was and whether it might still apply. In other cases,
the query was interpreted according to a temporal defini-
tion (e.g., query 111, where the assessor defined ‘chronic
back pain’ as a condition persisting for at least 3 months).
Queries exhibiting temporality tended to be the most de-
manding as assessors had to locate and reason with dates
found in the documents.

5.2 Judging was highly subjective
For “interpretation” queries, assessors, at times, discussed

their decisions regarding relevance. Although confident in
their assessments, they stated that the interpretation of the
query was subjective and often required careful considera-
tion regarding different possible interpretations. For exam-
ple, for query 101, assessors debated whether a patient born
deaf could be considered as exhibiting hearing loss. (Tech-
nically, if they never had any hearing, then they never had a
loss of hearing.) One assessor thought such a document was
relevant, while another assessor thought the document was
not relevant. A medical encyclopaedia was consulted and
the assessor decided to include patients born deaf as rele-
vant. Queries requiring subjective interpretation showed a
higher level of demand compared to other queries.

The task description given to assessors (recruitment of
patients matching a certain inclusion criteria for clinical
trials [5]) also affected their decisions regarding relevance.
Certain documents described patients who had hearing loss
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Query Assessors’ Comment

101 Patients with hearing loss It was not clear whether you wanted someone with current hearing loss or
someone who had experienced reversible hearing loss due to an infection.

102 Patients with complicated GERD who receive en-
doscopy

Complicated GERD is a rather ambiguous term - could use clarification to
yield better results (ex. stage a/b/c). Endoscopy is a blanket term for visu-
alisation of a hollow organ - therefore some search results included patients
who have had colonoscopies, but not upper endoscopies relevant to GERD.

103 Hospitalized patients treated for methicillin resis-
tant Staphylococcus aureus MRSA endocarditis

Treatment of MRSA is the same no matter where it is in the body. Could
have picked up a lot of documents because of the treatment regime or MRSA.

111 Patients with chronic back pain who receive an
intraspinal pain medicine pump

The definition of chronic back pain used for these judgements was “greater
than 3 months”

127 Patients admitted with morbid obesity and sec-
ondary diseases of diabetes and or hypertension

Without dates, it was difficult to ascertain whether or not hypertension and
diabetes were secondary to patients’ obesity, as is suggested by the query.

162 Patients with hypertension on antihypertensive
medication

Once diagnosed with hypertension, you are generally considered to have it
for the rest of your life ...

171 Patients with thyrotoxicosis treated with beta
blockers

A lot of hits for beta blockers and very few for any thyroid dysfunction.

182 Patients with Ischemic Vascular Disease Straightforward to look at past medical history for coronary artery disease,
bypass grafts or stents.

Table 3: Assessors’ qualitative comments regarding their experience judging the particular query.

on admission but the hearing loss was treated and resolved
by discharge. In this case, assessors decided these patients
would not be eligible for the clinical trial and, therefore, not
relevant to the query. For other tasks (for example, finding
how hearing loss is treated) these documents may have been
highly relevant. These cases highlight the complex and of-
ten subjective nature of information need in this domain and
that there are often implicit factors in the information need
that do not transpire in the query. This further adds to the
demand of relevance assessment for these types of queries.

5.3 Queries with dependent aspects
Queries with multiple “dependent aspects” received more

debate by assessors and were also among the most demand-
ing and those with the highest variance in judging time.
The high variance in time to judge a document is due to
the fact that queries with dependent aspects were either:
(i) simple to judge, because the assessor just had to ascer-
tain that a document met all aspects; or (ii) demanding to
judge, because the assessor had to determine the interaction
between the required aspects. Query 171 is an example of
the former, simple case. Query 102 is an example of the
latter case: GERD8 is a common condition and is therefore
found in many patients’ records. The difficulty in interpret-
ing this query was whether the endoscopy was performed
because of the GERD or for some other, unrelated condi-
tion. There were a number of documents where patients
had GERD but received the endoscopy for another reason;
these were marked as not relevant. A similar query was
103, where endocarditis and MRSA were mentioned in the
same document, but the cause of the endocarditis was not
the MRSA. Again, these documents were marked as not rel-
evant. These queries all have multiple dependent aspects
to the query; even if both aspects are present in a docu-
ment, that document may still not be relevant unless the
dependence between them can be determined. Determining
the dependence often required the assessors to exhaustively
search through the document to identify the relationships

8Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is caused when stom-
ach acid comes up from the stomach into the esophagus.

between the dependent aspects. Doing so required longer
judging times and was, therefore, more demanding.

6. CONCLUSION
Assessing relevance in medical IR is sometimes cognitively

demanding and that demand differs depending on queries.
Contrary to intuition and previous studies in other domains
[4], this study found that document length does not influence
demand. On the other hand, the grade of relevance is related
with cognitive load (somewhat relevant documents were the
most demanding to judge). Characteristics of queries that
did increase demand included: temporality, subjectiveness
of interpretation and the presence of multiple dependent as-
pects in the query.

A by-product of this study on what makes a relevance
decision demanding, is the identification of some of the as-
pects that influence a relevance decision (for example, the
role of temporality). Future work would, therefore, consider
the actual features of the document (for example, temporal
ranges or chronic vs. acute conditions) that identify these
different aspects affecting relevance.

Data used in this study, including the HTTP interaction
log, assessors’ comments and qrels, is provided at:
http://github.com/ielab/MedIR2014-RelanceAssessment.
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ABSTRACT
Medical image retrieval can assist physicians in finding in-
formation supporting their diagnosis. Systems that allow
searching for medical images need to provide tools for quick
and easy navigation and query refinement as the time for
information search is often short.

Relevance feedback is a powerful tool in information re-
trieval. This study evaluates relevance feedback techniques
with regard to the content they use. A novel relevance feed-
back technique that uses both text and visual information
of the results is proposed.

Results show the potential of relevance feedback tech-
niques in medical image retrieval and the superiority of the
proposed algorithm over commonly used approaches.

Future steps include integrating semantics into relevance
feedback techniques to benefit of the structured knowledge
of ontologies and experimenting on the fusion of text and
visual information.

Keywords
relevance feedback, content–based image retrieval, medical
image retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION
Searching for images is a daily task for many medical pro-

fessionals, especially in image–oriented fields such as radiol-
ogy. However, the huge amount of visual data in hospitals
and the medical literature is not always easily accessible and
physicians have generally little time for information search
as they are charged with many tasks.

Therefore, medical image retrieval systems need to return
information adjusted to the knowledge level and expertise of
the user in a quick and precise fashion. A well known tech-
nique trying to improve search results by user interaction is
relevance feedback [13]. Relevance feedback allows the user
to mark results returned in a previous search step as relevant
or irrelevant to refine the initial query. The concept behind
relevance feedback is that though user may have difficulties

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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in formulating a precise query for a specific task, they gener-
ally see quickly whether a returned result is relevant to the
information need or not. This technique found use in im-
age retrieval particularly with the emerge of content–based
image retrieval (CBIR) systems [18, 19, 20]. Following the
CBIR mentality, the visual content of the marked results is
used to refine the initial image query. With the result im-
ages represented as a grid of thumbnails, relevance feedback
can be applied quickly to speed up the search iterations and
refine results. Recent user–tests with radiologists on a med-
ical image search system also showed that this method is
intuitive and straightforward to learn [7].

Depending on whether the user manually provides the
feedback to the system (e.g. by marking results) or the
system obtains this information automatically (e.g. by log
analysis) relevance feedback can be categorized as explicit or
implicit. Moreover, the information obtained by relevance
feedback can be used to affect the general behaviour of the
system (long–term learning). In [11] a market basket analy-
sis algorithm is applied in image retrieval of long–term learn-
ing. A recent review of short–term and long–term learning
relevance feedback techniques in CBIR can be found in [6].
An extensive survey of relevance feedback in text–based re-
trieval systems is presented in [15] and for CBIR in [14].

In the medical informatics field, [1] applies CBIR with
relevance feedback on mammography retrieval. In [12], an
image retrieval framework using relevance feedback is evalu-
ated on a dataset of 5000 medical images that uses support
vector machines to compute the refined queries.

In this paper we evaluate different explicit, short–term
relevance feedback techniques using visual content or text
for medical image retrieval. We propose a technique that
combines visual and text–based relevance feedback and show
that it achieves a competitive performance to the state–of–
the–art approaches.

2. METHODS

2.1 Rocchio algorithm
One of the most well known relevance feedback techniques

is Rocchio’s algorithm [13]. Its mathematical definition is
given below:

�qm = α�qo + β
1

|Dr|
∑

�dj∈Dr

�dj − γ
1

|Dnr|
∑

�dj∈Dnr

�dj (1)

where �qm is the modified query,
�qo is the original query,
Dr is the set of relevant images,
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Dnr is the set of non–relevant images and
α, β and γ are weights.

Typical values for the weights are α = 1, β = 0.8 and
γ = 0.2. Rocchio’s algorithm is typically used in vector
models and also for CBIR. Intuitively, the original query
vector is moved towards the relevant vectors and away from
the irrelevant ones. By giving a weight to the positive and
negative parts a problem of CBIR can be avoided that when
more negative than positive feedback exists that also many
relevant images disappear from the results set.

2.2 Late fusion
Another technique that showed potential in image retrieval [5]

is late fusion. Late fusion [2] is used in information retrieval
to combine result lists. It can be applied for fusing multiple
features, multiple queries and in multi–modal techniques.
The concept behind this method is to merge the result lists
into a single list while boosting common occurrences using
a fusion rule.

For example, the fusion rule of the score–based late fusion
method CombMNZ [17] is defined as:

ScombMNZ(i) = F (i) ∗ ScombSUM(i) (2)

where F (i) is the number of times an image i is present in
retrieved lists with a non–zero score, and S(i) is the score
assigned to image i. CombSUM is given by

ScombSUM(i) =

Nj∑

j=1

Sj(i) (3)

where Sj(i) is the score assigned to image i in retrieved list
j.

2.3 Multi–modal relevance feedback
Most of the techniques use vectors either from the text

or the visual models. However, it has been shown that ap-
proaches that use both text and visual information can out-
perform single–modal ones in image retrieval. We propose
the use of multi–modal information for relevance feedback
to enhance the retrieval performance. This is, to the extend
of our knowledge, the first time that such a technique is pro-
posed in image retrieval. As late fusion is applied on result
lists, it is straightforward to use for combining results from
visual and text queries.

2.4 Experimental setup
For evaluating the relevance feedback techniques the fol-

lowing experimental setup was followed: The n search iter-
ations are initiated with a text query in iteration 0. The
relevant results from the top k results of iteration i were
used in the relevance feedback formula of the iteration i + 1
for i = 0...n − 2.

The image dataset, topics and ground truth of Image-
CLEF 2012 medical image retrieval task [9] were used in
this evaluation. The dataset contains more than 300’000
images from the medical open access literature.

The image captions were accessed by the text–based runs
and indexed with the Lucene1 text search engine. Vector
space model was used along with tokenization, stopword
removal, stemming and Inverse document frequency-Term
frequency weighting. The Bag–of–visual–words model de-
scribed in [3] and the bag–of–colors model appearing in [4]

1http://lucene.apache.org/

Figure 1: Mean average precision per search itera-
tion for k = 5.

Table 1: Best mAP scores
Run k = 5 k = 20 k = 50 k = 100
text 0.197 (1) 0.2544 (4) 0.3107 (3) 0.3349 (4)
visual lf 0.2099 (2) 0.2243 (3) 0.2405 (4) 0.2553 (3)
visual roc 0.2096 (2) 0.2187 (2) 0.2249 (3) 0.2268 (2)
mixed lf 0.1971 (3) 0.2606 (4) 0.3079 (4) 0.3487 (3)
mixed roc 0.1947 (1) 0.2635 (4) 0.3207 (4) 0.3466 (4)

were used for the visual modelling of the images. In multi-
modal runs, the fusion of the visual and text information is
performed only for the text 1000 top results as in the evalu-
ation of ImageCLEF only the top 1000 documents are taken
into account in any case.

Five techniques were evaluated in this study:

1. text: text–based RF using vector space model. Word
stemming, tokenization and stopword removal is per-
formed in both text and multi–modal runs.

2. visual rocchio: visual RF using Rocchio to fuse the
relevant image vectors and CombMNZ fusion to fuse
the original query’s results with the visual ones.

3. visual lf : visual RF using late fusion (and the CombMNZ
fusion rule) to fuse the relevant image results and the
original query results with the visual ones.

4. mixed rocchio: multimodal RF using Rocchio to fuse
the relevant image vectors and CombMNZ fusion to
fuse the original query results with the relevant cap-
tion results and relevant visual results.

5. mixed lf : multimodal RF using late fusion (and the
CombMNZ fusion rule) to fuse the relevant image re-
sults and the original query results with the captions’
results and relevant visual results.

3. RESULTS
The evaluation of the five techniques was performed for

k = 5, 20, 50, 100 and n = 5. Results of the mean average
precision (mAP) of each technique per iteration are shown
in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4.

Table 1 gives the best mAP scores of each run. The num-
bers in parentheses are the number of the iteration when
this score was achieved. For scores that were the same in
multiple iterations of the same run, the iteration closer to
the first is used.
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Figure 2: Mean average precision per search itera-
tion for k = 20.

Figure 3: Mean average precision per search itera-
tion for k = 50.

4. DISCUSSION
All of the evaluated techniques improve retrieval after the

initial search iteration. This demonstrates the potential of
relevance feedback for refining medical image search queries.

Relevance feedback using only visual appearance models,
even though improving the retrieval performance after the
first iteration, performed worse than the text–based runs in
most cases. Visual features still suffer from the semantic
gap between the expressiveness of visual features and our
human interpretation. Still, this shows their usefulness in
image datasets where no or little text meta–data are avail-
able. Moreover, when combined with the text–information
in the proposed method, they improve the text–only base-
line.

The proposed multi–modal runs provide the best results
in all the cases except for case k = 5. Surprisingly, the
visual runs perform slightly better than the text and the
multi–modal approaches for this case. However, assuming
independent and normal distributed average precision val-
ues the significance tests show that the difference is not sta-
tistically significant.

We consider the case k = 20 as the most realistic scenario
since users do not often inspect more than 2 pages of re-
sults. Especially for grid–like result interface views, where
each page can contain 20 to 50 results, we consider k = 20
more realistic than k = 5. In this case the proposed meth-
ods achieve the best performance with 0.2606 and 0.2635
respectively. Again, the significance tests do not find any

Figure 4: Mean average precision per search itera-
tion for k = 100.

significance difference between the three best approaches.
However, applying different fusion rules for combining vi-
sual and text information (such as linear–weighting) could
further improve the results of the mixed approaches.

It can be noted that as the k increases, the performance
improvement also increases, highlighting the added value of
relevance feedback. Larger values of k were not explored as
this scenarios were judged as unrealistic.

In the visual runs using Rocchio for combining the visual
queries is performing worse than late fusion. This comes in
accordance with the findings in [3]. The reason behind this
could be that the large visual diversity of relevant images in
medicine and the curse of dimensionality cause the modified
vector to behave as an outlier in the high dimensional visual
feature space. In the mixed runs the difference between
the two methods is not statistically significant with Rocchio
performing slightly better than the late fusion.

Irrelevant results were ignored, as they often have little or
no impact on the retrieval performance [10, 16]. More im-
portantly, the ground truth of the dataset used contains a
much larger portion of annotated irrelevant results than rel-
evant ones. This was considered to potentially simulate an
unrealistic scenario, as users do not usually mark many re-
sults as negative examples. Having too many negative exam-
ples could also cause the modified vector to follow an outlier
behaviour. Preliminary results confirmed this hypothesis,
where the use of negative results for relevance feedback can
decrease performance after the first iteration.

It should be noted that this is an automated relevance
feedback experiment of positive only feedback and that in
selective relevance feedback situations the retrieval perfor-
mance is expected to perform even better. A larger number
of steps could be investigated but this might be unrealistic,
given the fact that physicians have little time and stop after
a few minutes of search [8]. Often users will only test a few
steps of relevance feedback at the most.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes the use of multi–modal information

when applying relevance feedback to medical image retrieval.
An experiment was set up to simulate the relevance feedback
of a user on a number of medicine–related topics from Im-
ageCLEF 2012.

In general, all the techniques evaluated in this study im-
prove the performance, which shows the added value of rele-
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vance feedback. Text–based relevance feedback showed con-
sistently good results. Visual–based techniques showed com-
petitive performance for small shortlist sizes, underperform-
ing in the rest of the cases. The proposed multi–modal
approaches showed promising results slightly outperforming
the text–based one but without statistical significance.

More fusion techniques are going to be evaluated in the
future. Comparison to manual query refinement by users is
considered in future plans, to assess relevance feedback as a
concept in medical image retrieval. The addition of semantic
search is also of interest, to take advantage of the structured
knowledge of the medical ontologies such as RadLex (Radi-
ology Lexicon) and MeSH (Medical Subject Headings).
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ABSTRACT
In community-based health services, vocabulary gap be-
tween health seekers and community generated knowledge
has hindered data access. To bridge this gap, this paper
presents a scheme to label question answer(QA) pairs by
jointly utilizing local mining and global learning approaches.
Local mining attempts to label individual QA pair by
independently extracting medical concepts from the QA pair
itself and mapping them to authenticated terminologies.
However, it may suffer from information loss and lower
precision, which are caused by the absence of key medical
concepts and presence of irrelevant medical concepts. Global
learning, on the other hand, works towards enhancing the
local mining via collaboratively discovering missing key
terminologies and keeping off the irrelevant terminologies
by analyzing the social neighbors. Practically, this unsuper-
vised scheme holds potential to large-scale data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Health

Keywords
Community-based Health Services, Question Answers, Vo-
cabulary Gap, Medical Terminology Assignment

1. BACKGROUND
The rise of digital technologies has transformed the

patient-doctor relationships. Nowadays, when patients
struggle with their health concerns, the majority usually
explore the Internet to research the problem before and
after they see their doctors. For example, 70% of Canadians
turned to Internet to look up health-related information in
2009 [8] and 72% of American Internet users searched for

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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Figure 1: The illustration of a QA example from
community-based health services (HealthTap).

health solutions in 2012 [4]. These metrics have reflected
the scope and scale of the online health seekers.

To better serve the needs of health seekers, community-
based health services have emerged as effective platforms
for health knowledge dissemination and exchange, such
as HealthTap1, HaoDF2 and WenZher[11]. They not
only permit health seekers to freely post health-oriented
questions, but also encourage doctors to provide trustworthy
answers. Figure 1 demonstrates one typical QA pair
example. Over time, a tremendous number of QA pairs
has been accumulated in their repositories, and in most
circumstances, health seekers may directly locate good
answers by searching from these archives, rather than
waiting for the experts’ responses or painfully browsing
through a list of documents from the general search engines.

2. CHALLENGES
In many cases, the community generated health con-

tent may not be directly usable due to the vocabulary
gap, since participants with diverse backgrounds do not
necessarily share the same vocabulary. Take HealthTap
as an example. The same question may be described in
substantially different ways by two individual health seekers.
On the other hand, the answers provided by doctors may
contain acronyms with multiple possible meanings, and non-
standardized terms.

1https://www.healthtap.com/
2www.haodf.com
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Figure 2: The schematic illustration of the proposed automatic medical terminology assignment scheme. The
answer part is not displayed due to the space limitation.

In this work, we define medical concepts as medical
domain-specific noun phrases, and medical terminologies as
authenticated phrases by well-known organizations that are
used to accurately describe the human body and associated
components, conditions and processes in a science-based
manner. Even though some health communities have
recently suggested doctors to annotate their answers with
medical concepts, we cannot ensure that they are medical
terminologies. Meanwhile, the tags adopted by doctors
often vary greatly [3]. For example, “heart attack“ and
“myocardial disorder“ are employed by different doctors to
refer to the same medical diagnosis. It was shown that the
inconsistency of community generated health data greatly
hindered the cross-resource data exchange, management and
integrity [9]. Even worse, it was reported that users had en-
countered big challenges in reusing the archived content due
to the incompatibility between their search terms and those
accumulated medical records [21]. Therefore, automatic
coding of the QA pairs with standardized terminologies is
highly desired. It leads to a consistent interoperable way
of indexing, storing and aggregating across specialties and
sites. In addition, it facilitates QA pair retrieval via bridging
the vocabulary gap between the queries and archives by
coding the new queries with the standardized terminologies.
It is worth mentioning that there already exist several

efforts dedicated to research on automatically mapping
medical records to terminologies [19, 2, 10, 7, 17]. Most of
these efforts, however, focused on hospital generated health
data or health provider released sources by utilizing either
isolated or loosely coupled rule-based and machine learning
approaches. Compared to this kind of data, the emerging
community generated health data is more colloquial, in
terms of inconsistency, complexity and ambiguity, which
pose challenges for data access and analytics. Further,
most of the previous work simply utilizes the external
medical dictionary to code the medical records rather than
considering the corpus-aware terminologies. Their reliance
on the external corpus independent knowledge may poten-
tially bring in inappropriate terminologies. Constructing a
corpus-aware terminology vocabulary to prune the irrelevant

terminologies of specific dataset and narrow down the
candidates is the tough issue we are facing. In addition, the
varieties of heterogeneous cues were often not adequately
exploited simultaneously. Therefore, a robust integrated
framework to draw the strengths from various resources and
models is still expected.

3. METHOD
To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel scheme

that is able to code the QA pairs with corpus-aware
terminologies. As illustrated in Figure 2, the proposed
scheme consists of two mutually reinforced components,
namely, local mining and global learning.

3.1 Local Mining
Local mining aims to locally code the QA pairs by

extracting the medical concepts from individual instance
and then mapping them to terminologies based on the
external authenticated vocabularies. To accomplish this
task, we establish a tri-stage framework, which includes
noun phrase extraction, medical concept detection and
medical concept normalization.

To extract all the noun phrases, we initially assign part-
of-speech tags to each word in the given QA pair by Stanford
POS tagger3. We then extract tag sequences that match a
fixed pattern of part-of-speech tags as noun phrases from
the texts. This pattern is formulated as follows.

(Adjective|Noun)∗(Noun Preposition) (1)

?(Adjective|Noun)∗Noun.

A sequence of tags matching this pattern ensures that the
corresponding words make up a noun phrase. For example,
the following complex sequence can be extracted as a noun
phrase: “ineffective treatment of terminal lung cancer”.

Inspired by the efforts in [18, 6], in order to differentiate
the medical concepts from other general noun phrases,
we assume that concepts that are relevant to medical
domain occur frequently in medical domain and rarely in

3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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non-medical ones. Based on this assumption, we employ
the concept entropy impurity (CEI) [6] to comparatively
measure the domain-relevance of a concept by comparing
the term frequencies between two different corpora D1 and
D2. D1 is our medical-domain corpus and D2 is a general
English Gigaword data of Linguistic Data Consortium4.
As aforementioned, we cannot ensure that all medical con-

cepts are standardized terminologies. Take “birth control”
as an example. It is recognized as a medical concept by
our approach, but it is not an authenticated terminology.
Instead, we should map it into “contraception”. Therefore,
it is essential to normalize the detected medical concepts ac-
cording to an appropriate external standardized dictionary
and this normalization is the key to bridging the vocabulary
gap. In this work, we use SNOMED CT5 as our dictionary,
since it provides the core general terminologies for the
electronic health record and formal logic-based hierarchical
structure. The terminologies and their descriptions in
SNOMED CT are first indexed6. We then search each
medical concept against the indexed SNOMED CT. For
the medical concepts with multiple matched results, e.g.,
two results returned for “female”, we keep all the returned
terminology candidates for further selection. Enlightened
by Google distance [1], we estimate the semantic similarity
between the medical concept and the returned terminology
candidates via exploring their co-occurrence on Google. We
then select the most relevant terminology candidate as the
normalized result.
Local mining, however, may suffer from various problems.

The first problem is incompleteness. This is because some
key medical concepts may not explicitly present in the QA
pairs. The QA pair illustrated in Figure 2 shows an example
of this situation, where the accurate terminology: “use
contraceptive sheath” is absent from the QA pair. The
second one is the lower precision. This is due to some
irrelevant medical concepts explicitly embedded in the QA
pairs, and are mistakenly detected and normalized by the
local approach. For instance, given the question, “What are
the risks getting pregnant and giving birth later in life ?”,
the terminology “finding of life event” as normalized from
the irrelevant medical concept “life” is assigned as code. It
is less informative to capture the main intent.

3.2 Global Learning
It is noteworthy that most previous efforts, including our

local approach, attempted to map the QA pairs directly
to the entries in external dictionaries without any pruning.
This approach often presents problems since the external
dictionaries usually cover relatively comprehensive termi-
nologies and are far beyond the vocabulary scope of the given
corpus. It may result in the deterioration in coding perfor-
mance in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. The problem
is caused by the over-widened scope of vocabularies, which
may bring in unpredictable noises and make the precise
terminology selection challenging. As a byproduct, a corpus-
aware terminology vocabulary is naturally constructed by
our local mining approach, which can be used as terminology
space for further learning.
Let Q = {q1, q2, ..., qN} and T = {t1, t2, ..., tM} respec-

tively denote a repository of QA pairs and their associated

4http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
5http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
6http://viw2.vetmed.vt.edu/sct/menu.cfm

locally mined terminologies. The target of global learning
is to learn appropriate terminologies from the global ter-
minology space T to annotate each q in Q. In this work,
the global learning task is regarded as a multi-label learning
problem[16]. It is formulated as,

argmin
F

M∑
i=1

{
Ω(fi) + λL(fi) + µ

M∑
j=1

Rij∥fi − fj∥2
}
, (2)

where M refers to the number of classes, i.e., the number
of medical terminologies to be assigned. Vector fi is
the ith column of F, representing the relevance scores of
each QA pair to the i-th terminology. Ω(f) and L(f)
denotes the regularizer on the hypergraph and empirical
loss, respectively. In addition, Rij is the inter-terminology
relationship between terminology i and terminology j. They
are mined by exploiting the external well-structured ontol-
ogy, which are able to alleviate the granularity mismatch
problems and reduce the irrelevant sibling terminologies. By
differentiating the above equation with respect to F, we can
obtain a closed-form solution.

The philosophy to formulate these three objectives is as
follows. The first objective aims to guarantee that the
relevance probability function is continuous and smooth in
semantic space. This means that the relevance probabilities
of semantically similar QA pairs should be close to each
other. The second objective is ensured by the empirical
loss function, which forces the relevance probabilities to ap-
proach the initial roughly estimated relevance scores. These
two implicit constraints are widely adopted in reranking-
oriented approaches [12, 13, 14, 15]. The last encourages
the values of QA pairs, which are connected by hierarchical
structured terminologies, to be similar to each other.

When it comes to hypergraph construction, the N QA
pairs from Q are regarded as vertices and they are connected
by three types of hyperedges. The first type takes each
vertex as a centroid and forms a hyperedge by circling
around its k-nearest neighbors based on QA pair content
similarities. This procedure was first adopted in [5]. The
second type is based on terminology-sharing network. For
each terminology, it groups all the QA pairs sharing the
same terminology together. The third type actually takes
the users’ social behaviours into consideration by rounding
up all the questions answered by closely associated doctors.
The inter-doctor relationships are inferred from the doctors’
historical data. Specifically, doctors who are frequently
respond to the same kinds of questions probably share
highly overlapping expertise, and thus the questions they
answered can be regarded as semantically similar to a certain
extent. As a consequence, up to N + M + U hyperedges
are constructed in our hypergraph, where U is the num-
ber of involved doctors. Learning from this hypergraph,
we are able to find missing key concepts and propagate
precise terminologies among underlying connected records
over a large collection. Besides the semantic similarity
among QA pairs and terminology-sharing network, the inter-
terminology and inter-expert relationships are seamlessly
integrated in the proposed model. It is noteworthy that
a rich set of healthcare specific features are extracted and
weighted for similarity estimation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We crawled more than 109 thousand QA pairs from
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Table 1: The comparative evaluation results of medical terminology assignment in terms of S@K and P@K.``````````̀Apporach
Metric

S@1 S@2 S@3 S@4 P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4

LocalMining 72.0% 84.0% 91.0% 95.0% 72.0% 72.1% 69.7% 68.3%
Local+Global 83.0% 92.0% 98.0% 100.0% 83.0% 81.5% 80.3% 78.8%

Table 2: Comparative illustration of the representative question samples with locally mined terminologies
and locally+globally recommended terminologies. Answers are not displayed due to limited space.

QA pairs Locally Mined Terminologies Local Mining + Global Learning

Is it safe to color my hair
during pregnancy ?

hair structure, dyed hair, feeling safe,
patient currently pregnant,
first trimester pregnancy...

hair structure, patient currently pregnant,
coal tar allergy, hair color change,
disorder of endocrine system...

If I get an infection caused
by gum disease, can that be
transferred to my fetus ?

infectious disease, gingival disease,
entire fetus, inflammation,

periodontal disease...

infectious disease, prematurity of fetus,
gingival disease, periodontal disease

low birth weight infant...

HealthTap, which involve 5, 958 unique doctors. For ground
truth construction, we invited three professionals with
master degrees majored in medicine programme. The
labelers were trained with a short tutorial and a set of
demonstrating examples. A majority voting scheme among
the three labelers can partially alleviate the subjectivity
problem. The annotators were required to label only top
five recommended terminologies for each QA pair, and they
were labeled either as “positive” or “negative”. 100 QA pairs
were labeled as testing set.
We adopted two metrics that are able to characterize

precisions from different aspects. The first is average S@K
over all testing QA pairs, which measures the probability
of finding a relevant terminology among the top K recom-
mended ones. To be specific, for each testing QA pair, S@K
is assigned to 1 if a relevant terminology is positioned in the
topK and 0 otherwise. The second one is average P@K that
stands for the proportion of recommended terminologies

that are relevant[20]. P@K is defined as P@K = |C∩R|
|C|

where C is a set of the top K terminologies, and R is the
manually labeled positive ones.
Table 1 displays the comparison. We can see that the

local mining approach achieves the worst performance. This
is reasonable, because irrelevant concepts may be mapped
to terminologies because of their presence in the QA pairs.
Table 2 comparatively illustrates the representative QA

pair samples with locally minded terminologies and local-
ly+globally recommended ones. Intuitively, the terminolo-
gies are more comprehensive and reliable after enhancement
with global learning.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a medical terminology assignment

scheme to bridge the vocabulary gap between health seekers
and community generated knowledge. A strong unified
framework of local mining and global learning is proposed to
tackle this research issue, instead of the conventional isolated
utilization. It proposes the concept entropy impurity
approach to comparatively detect and normalize the medical
concepts locally, which naturally construct a corpus-aware
terminology vocabulary with the help of external knowledge.
In addition, it builds a novel global learning model to
enhance the local coding results. This model seamlessly
integrates various heterogeneous cues.
In the future, we will investigate how to flexibly organize

the unstructured medical content into user needs-aware
ontology by the recommended medical terminologies.
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ABSTRACT
We propose to develop a framework for an intelligent
reasoner with capabilities that support complex decision
making processes in medical diagnosis. Identifying the
causes, reasoning the effects to explore information geometry
and learning the associated factors, from medical forum
information extracted, are the core aspects of this work. As
part of the proposed framework, we present an approach
that identifies semantically similar causes and effects for
any specific disease from medical diagnosis literature using
implicit semantic interconnections among the medical terms.
First we crawled MedHelp1 forum data and considered two
types of information: forums data and posts data. Each
forum link points to a specific disease and consists of several
topics pertaining to that disease. Each topic consists of
multiple posts that carry either users’ queries/difficulties
or doctor’s feedback pertaining to the issue(s) of the users.
We use graph based exploration on the terms (diseases) and
their relations (in terms of causes/effects) and explore the
information geometry pertaining to similar diseases. We
performed a systematic evaluation to identify the relevance
of the contextual information retrieved for a specific disease
and similar factors across different diseases. The proposed
approach looks promising in capturing similar causes and/or
effects that pertain to multiple diseases. This would enable
medical practitioners to have a multi-faceted view of a
specific disease/condition.

Keywords
Causes and Effects, Medical Diagnosis, Semantically Similar
diseases, Information Geometry, Graph Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the causes and effects pertaining to

a specific disease is key to better prediction in
medical diagnosis and improved patient management.
Diseases/Conditions may have similar or semantically
related causes and effects. Furthermore, gaining insight
on how diseases are diagnosed and managed would enable

1http://www.medhelp.org/forums/list
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medical practitioners to make more informed decisions on
disease management. Illustrating the role of machine
learning as an enabler of this for more informed decision
support is a key aspect of this paper. In this paper, we
present an approach to identify causes and effects that
exist across different diseases using a graph clustering based
knowledge discovery approach.

Understanding causation and correlation between
individual factors is key to decision making in multiple
domains including medicine and business. Traditionally,
such association between elements has been identified
through human interpretation of text. However, this is
a very time consuming, manual, labour intense process
and is limited by human capacity. The ability to mine
textual content, identify association and the nature of
that association between elements using machine learning
techniques provides significant opportunities. Specifically
in the medical domain, where a significant amount of
content is textual in nature (e.g. medical notes), having
the ability to identify causation and correlation between
elements in large medical datasets provides significant
opportunity for advancing medical research and enabling
better decision making pertaining to condition diagnosis and
patient management.

In this paper, we attempt to identify and create
term clusters using graph clustering approach and then
perform topic classification. This approach improves the
document classification task by putting the terms, that are
semantically related, in the same cluster. Users could search
for a specific disease and explore information pertaining to
its causes and effects by means of semantically related texts.

2. CLUSTERING BASED KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY

To incorporate natural language understanding, common-
sense and domain specific knowledge could be used to
improve the text representation by including more generated
informative features to perform deep understanding of the
document text than the mere Bag-of-Words approach [4,
2, 8]. Mitra et al. [6] proposed an unsupervised
feature selection algorithm suitable for data sets, based on
measuring similarity between features whereby redundancy
therein is removed. Pedersen and Kulkarni [7] presented
a system called SenseClusters to cluster similar contexts
in natural language text and assigns identifying labels
to these clusters based on their content. In addition
to clustering similar contexts, it can be used to identify
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synonyms and sets of related words2. To incorporate
this kind of additional common-sense/domain knowledge,
Gabrilovich and Markovitch [3] used world knowledge
from open source knowledge repository like Wikipedia to
generate additional features. Similar intuition is adopted
to form word clusters that generate features enriching the
document content in a better way. Then the documents
are represented in the knowledge-rich space of generated
features. This leads to better organization of semantically
related text representation. In this proposed scheme, given
a knowledge repository, the text documents are examined
and their representation is enriched in a completely
mechanical way. Motivated by the above considerations,
our aim is to empower machine learning techniques for text
representation with a substantially wider body of knowledge
like the one obtained from the superior inference capabilities
of humans.

2.1 Mathematical Formulation
In this section, we characterize the medical forum data

in a formal way. Each post pertaining to a specific topic
is informally written and we focus on terms and their co-
occurrences. We have n textual descriptions, viz-a-viz,
posts: P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} and each post can be formally
represented as a sequence of terms, illustrating the scenario
of the underlying disease, as follows: pi = {t1, t2, · · · , tm}
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and m varies differently for different post.
We convert the entire text data of all posts into a graph, say
G = (V,E) where V represents the set of nodes (each term
in P is considered as a node) and the co-occurrence of any
pair of nodes across the posts is considered to be the edge
representing the strength of association between the pair of
nodes.

2.2 Graph Clustering
Clustering deals with identifying a pattern/structure in

the bunch of unlabeled data. In general, clustering organizes
data into groups whose members are related in some way
and two or more data can be grouped into the same cluster
if they are, in some way, falling close to each others’ context.
Clustering has many useful applications like finding a group
of people with similar behavior, processing orders, grouping
plants and animals, grouping web blog data to access similar
patterns.

While exploring a variety of possibilities to identify the
context of causes and effects of diseases from text fragments,
feature space grows and it is hardly possible to limit the
expansion of the new feature space containing the local
contexts extracted from the informal writing of medical
data. This could possibly be solved by using dimensionality
reduction techniques to limit the size of the document
to be classified. This attempt first makes word cluster
vectors using unsupervised feature generation by identifying
the related contexts. Then using the identified contexts,
supervised learning is performed for categorizing the given
text collection consisting of user posts.

First, we use the entire collection of medical diagnosis
related posts and filter out the list of the distinguishable
unique terms. Using these terms, we first build the weighted
graph in which nodes represent terms and edges represent
the weight - the number of documents in which the given
pair of terms co-occurs across the collection of posts. For

2word and term are used interchangibly

each unique term, the list of documents in which it occurs is
retrieved. Using this data, we build the weighted graph in
which the edge between two terms would represent their
semantic association implicitly. This process is repeated
for all features and a weighted graph for the overall data
is constructed. Thus the problem is modeled into a graph
clustering problem. This results in a graph G = (V,E,A)
where |V | = n represents the number of unique terms; |E|
represents the number of edges and the adjacency matrix;
and A is |V | × |V | whose nonzero entries correspond to
the edge weight between a pair of terms (adjacency list is
assumed in case of sparse matrix - in this case, number of
rows in the graph represents the total number of terms in
the graph).

We use the kernel-based multilevel clustering algorithm
proposed by Dhillon et al. [1] on the weighted input graph
with the number of desired partitions. This algorithm uses
three steps: coarsening, base-clustering, and refinement. In
coarsening, the given graph is repeatedly transformed into
smaller subgraphs. This process is repeated until a few
nodes remain in the graph. Then during base clustering,
regional growing approach [5] could be used with these few
nodes. The quality of the resulting clusters depends on the
choice of the initial nodes. The refinement process is applied
as follows: If a node in Gi is in cluster c, then all nodes
in Gi−1 formed from that node are in cluster c. For more
details, please refer to [1, 5].

In this work, we generate term clusters from extracted
word graphs, using co-occurrence information of terms. The
task is to partition the graph into clusters so that terms
could be grouped into a few subsets and dimensionality of
the new term space is reduced. Now based on the generated
term clusters, we perform classification to identify similar
causes and effects across various diseases.

2.3 Proposed Approach
The proposed approach works as follows: From the posts

of each topic, textual descriptions are extracted. Unique
terms (after removing stop words) are considered as nodes
in the graph and the number of times a pair of terms co-
occurs in the entire corpus is considered as the weight of the
edge connecting the pair of terms. At first, we build word
cluster vectors using graph clustering algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Building Word Clusters

Input: A set of n textual descriptions (posts)
P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn}

A set of predefined category labels C = {c1, c2, · · · , cl}

Build Word Cluster Vectors:

1: Extract text from posts and build the unique word list
2: for each unique term ti in the word list do
3: Identify the existence of edges from ti to all other

terms with nonzero positive weight.
4: Store the co-occurring term with its corresponding

edge weight in the adjacency list
5: end for
6: Use kernel-based multilevel graph clustering algorithm

on the adjacency list and perform clustering to generate
cluster IDs

7: For every cluster ID, construct word clusters
8: Store these word cluster vectors
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Secondly, we use these word cluster vectors to re-represent
text documents that discuss the causes and effects of a
specific disease. Then we perform classification of the
re-represented text documents. The proposed algorithm
inherently applies clustering semantically related terms and
performs classification of them. Based on the word clusters
found in the first step, we perform the classification on
the clustered space of label pertaining to the terms in the
original documents.

Algorithm 2 Classification using Word Clusters

1: Preprocess the text documents by removing numbers,
punctuations and stop-words (using SMART3 word list)

2: for each processed text (post) data pi in P do
3: for each unique term in pi do
4: Identify its cluster id
5: Map the given feature in terms of its cluster ID
6: Augment text fragments with cluster ID mappings
7: end for
8: end for

9: Build classifier on these mapped/expanded text data
(containing only cluster IDs) and use it to predict the
class of the text having similar causes and effects

10: Compute the classification accuracy

Output: The category label(s) for texts (post) that have

similar causes and effects across diseases.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Corpus
We crawled a subset of MedHelp4 forum data from the

world wide web. The MedHelp forum is organized as a set
of topics, each representing a specific disease and under each
topic, there are several subtopics. Each subtopic consists
of several posts from both users (may be patients or their
dependents) and doctors as well.

For our experiments, we have selected 15 categories
covering the most widely discussed topics in the MedHelp
forum. The details of this experimental corpus is given in
Table. 1

We have used 3 different types of classifiers, namely
Naive Bayes, k−Nearest Neighbours (k−NN), and Support
Vector Machines (SVM), to test the effect of the proposed
approach. We have used rainbow5 to build the classification
models and during classification, we have used 60% of the
data for training and 40% for testing.

3.1.1 Evaluation Methodology
We have used Precision, Recall, F-Measure and the

classification Accuracy to evaluate the quality of the
identified diseases having similar causes and effects. We use
the two-way confusion matrix given in Table. 2 to derive the
evaluation measures:

Precision is defined as follows:

Precision(P ) =
TP

TP + FP
4http://www.medhelp.org/forums/list/
5The ‘Bow’ Toolkit - http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mccallum/
bow/

S.No Class #Diseases (Posts)
1 Asthma 35 (43)
2 Breast-Cancer 35 (37)
3 COPD 41 (47)
4 Cosmetic 57 (64)
5 Dental 97 (100)
6 Embarazo 41 (52)
7 Genetic-Disorder 59 (68)
8 Hepatitis 110 (147)
9 Kidney 69 (89)
10 Liver-Transplant 64 (62)
11 Oral 35 (47)
12 Pathology 31 (36)
13 Respiratory 48 (54)
14 Thyroid-Cancer 58 (63)
15 Varicose-Veins 36 (52)

Table 1: Corpus Statistics

Correctly Classified Wrongly Classified
Actual=Yes True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Actual=No False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

Table 2: 2-way confusion matrix

Recall is measured by the following equation:

Recall(R) =
TP

TP + FN

F-Measure is computed by considering the ratio between
Precision and Recall and hence calculated as follows:

Fβ =
(β2 + 1)PR

β2P +R

The balanced F1-measure with β = 1 (when P and R are
weighted equally), is given by

F1 =
2pr

P +R

Classification accuracy is measured from confusion table
as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN

3.1.2 Discussion
We have observed that the proposed approach performs

well in classifying the medical text having causes and
issues expressed by either the patients or their friends or
relatives. Figure. 1 shows the classification accuracy of
proposed approach with top 15 classes using three different
types of classifiers. While using the Naive Bayes method,
the accuracy for the class “Asthma” goes down due to
the fact that certain specific causes are pertaining to
the “Respiratory” related disease. Similar misclassification
takes place across “Dental” and “Oral” classes and these
misclassified instances share common causes. Even though,
the diseases like “Breast-cancer” and “Thyroid-cancer” share
a common cause for cancer, misclassification is significantly
less. Additionally the misclassification takes place across the
diseases: “Hepatitis” and “Liver-Transplant”.
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Figure 1: Classification of top 15 classes: A
comparison of Naive Bayes, k−NN and SVM
methods

We have observed the classification accuracy of k−NN
classifier for various values of k (=10, 20, 30, 50) and found
that for k =30, the system performs very well. In this
classification task, we have observed that the maximum
number of instances from the class “Liver-Transplant” is
misclassified under “Hetatitis” class as the causes of these
common diseases coincide by and large. At the same time,
none of the instances is classified correctly for the class
“Pathology” as these causes and effects are very similarly
described as that of“Hepatitis”and“Thyroid-cancer”. While
using the SVM classifier, we noticed that some instances
are misclassified across the classes: “Breast-cancer” and
“Cosmetic”. In this case, user raised cross reference
related queries with post surgical treatment of the Breast-
cancer disease. Similar misclassification is found across the
classes: “Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease” (COPD)
and “Resporatory”. Subsequently, we would like to apply
this approach for effective retrieval of causes and effects
pertaining to a specific disease. Also we will draw the
information geometry of prominent diseases that share the
common causes/effects in our subsequent experiments.

4. CONCLUSION
We proposed a method to enable greater understanding

of various conditions, their symptoms, treatment and
management by identifying similar scenarios, reasoning
the effects to explore information geometry and learning
the associated contextual factors, from medical forum
information extracted from health services data. This
approach identifies semantically similar causes and effects
for any specific disease/condition, using implicit semantic
interconnections among the medical terms. We use
graph based exploration on the terms and their relations
(causes/effects) across the collection of posts and explore
the information geometry pertaining to the similar diseases.
We evaluated the relevance of the contextual information
retrieved for a specific disease and/or similar factors
across different diseases. The proposed approach looks
promising in capturing similar scenarios pertaining to
multiple diseases. This would enable medical practitioners
to have a multi-faceted view about any specific disease,
towards better decision making.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a method that integrates the no-
tion of understandability, as a factor of document relevance,
into the evaluation of information retrieval systems for con-
sumer health search. We consider the gain-discount eval-
uation framework (RBP, nDCG, ERR) and propose two
understandability-based variants (uRBP) of rank biased pre-
cision, characterised by an estimation of understandability
based on document readability and by different models of
how readability influences user understanding of document
content. The proposed uRBP measures are empirically con-
trasted to RBP by comparing system rankings obtained with
each measure. The findings suggest that considering under-
standability along with topicality in the evaluation of in-
formation retrieval systems lead to different claims about
systems effectiveness than considering topicality alone.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information Search and Re-
trieval
General Terms: Evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Searching for health advice on the Web is an increasingly

common practice. A recent research has found that in 2012
about 58% of US adults (72% of all US Internet users – 66%
in 2011) have consulted the Internet for health advice [5];
of these, 77% have used search engines like Google, Bing,
or Yahoo! to gather health information, while only 13%
have started their health information seeking activities from
specialised sites such as WebMD. It is, therefore, crucial to
create and evaluate information retrieval (IR) systems that
specifically support consumers searching for health advise
on the Web. In this paper, we focus on the evaluation of IR
systems for consumer health search.

Previous studies within health informatics have investi-
gated online consumer health information beyond topical-
ity to specific health topics; in particular, with respect to
the understandability and reliability of such information.
For example, Wiener and Wiener-Pla [11] have investigated
the readability (measured by the SMOG reading index [7])
of Web pages concerning pregnancy and the periodontium
as retrieved by Google, Bing and Yahoo!. Walsh and Vol-
sko [10] have shown that most online information sampled
from five US consumer health organisations and related to

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
MedIR July 11, 2014, Gold Coast, Australia.
ACM SIGIR.

the top 5 medical related causes of death in US is pre-
sented at a readability level (measured by the SMOG, FOG
and Flesch-Kincaid reading indexes [7]) that exceeds that of
the average US citizen (7th grade level). Ahmed et al. [1]
have highlighted the variability in readability (measured by
the Flesch Reading Ease and the Flesch-Kincaid reading
index [7]) and quality of concussion information accessed
through Google searches. The understandability and relia-
bility of online health information has been considered as a
critical issue for supporting online consumer health search
because (1) consumers may not benefit from health infor-
mation that is not provided in an understandable way; and
(2) the provision of unreliable, misleading or false informa-
tion on a health topic, e.g., a medical condition or treatment,
may led to negative health outcomes. This previous research
suggests that topicality should not be considered as the only
relevance factor for assessing the effectiveness of IR systems
for consumer health search: other factors, such as under-
standability and reliability, should also be included in the
evaluation framework.

Research on the user perception of document relevance
has shown that users’ relevance assessments are affected by
a number of factors beyond topicality, although topicality
has been found to be the essential relevance criteria. For
example, Xu and Chen proposed and validated a five-factor
model of relevance which consists of novelty, reliability, un-
derstandability, scope, along with topicality [12]. Their em-
pirical findings highlight the importance of understandabil-
ity, reliability and novelty along with topicality in the rele-
vance judgements they collected. Nevertheless, typical eval-
uation of IR systems commonly considers only relevance as-
sessments in terms of topicality1; this is also the case when
evaluating systems for consumer health search, for example,
within CLEF eHealth 2013 [6]. In this paper, we aim to
close this gap in the evaluation of IR systems and focus on
integrating understandability along with topicality for the
evaluation of consumer health search engines. The integra-
tion of other factors influencing relevance, such as reliability,
are left for future work.

The integration of understandability within the evalua-
tion methodology is achieved by extending the general gain-
discount framework synthesised by Carterette [3]; this frame-
work encompasses the widely-used nDCG, RBP and ERR.
The result is a series of understandability-biased evaluation
measures. Specifically, we examine one such measure, the
understandability-based rank biased precision (uRBP) – a
variant of rank biased precision (RBP) [8]; variants of nDCG

1With the recent exception of novelty and diversity, e.g., [4].
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and ERR may also be derived within our framework.
The proposed evaluation measure is further instantiated

by considering specific estimations of understandability based
on readability measures computed for each retrieved docu-
ment. While understandability encompasses other aspects
in addition to text readability (e.g., prior knowledge), the
use of readability measures is a good first approximation for
understandability. This choice is also supported by prior
work in health informatics regarding understandability of
consumer health information (e.g., see [11, 10, 1]).

The impact of the proposed framework and the specific
resultant measures on the evaluation of IR systems is inves-
tigated in the context of the consumer health search task of
CLEF eHealth 2013 [6]; empirical findings show that systems
that are most effective according to uRBP are not necessar-
ily as effective when considering topicality alone (i.e. RBP).

2. UNDERSTANDABILITY-BASED EVALU-
ATION

2.1 The gain-discount framework
We tackle the problem of jointly evaluating topicality and

understandability for measuring IR system effectiveness within
the gain-discount framework synthesised by Carterette [3].
Within this framework, the effectiveness of a system, con-
veyed by a ranked list of documents, is measured by the
evaluation measure M , defined as:

M =
1

N
K∑

k=1

g(k)d(k) (1)

where g(k) and d(k) are respectively the gain and discount
function computed for the document at rank k,2 K is the
depth of assessment at which the measure is evaluated, and
1/N is a (optional) normalisation factor, which serves to
bound the value of the sum into the range [0,1] (see [9]).

Different measures developed within the gain-discount frame-
work are characterised by different instantiations of its com-
ponents. For example, the discount function in RBP is
modelled by d(k) = βk−1, where β ∈ [0, 1] reflects user be-
haviour (high values representing persistent users, low values
representing impatient users); while in nDCG the discount
function is given by d(k) = 1/(log2(1 + k)) and in ERR by
d(k) = 1/k. Similarly, instantiations of gain functions differ
depending upon the considered measure. In RBP, the gain
function is binary-valued (i.e., g(k) = 1 if the document at
rank k is relevant, g(k) = 0 otherwise); while for nDCG

g(k) = 2r(k) −1 and for ERR g(k) = (2r(k) −1)/2rmax (with
r(k) being the relevance grade of the document at rank k).

Without loss of generality, we can express the gain pro-
vided by a document at rank k as a function of its probability
of relevance; for simplicity we shall write g(k) = f(P (R|k)),
where P (R|k) is the probability of relevance given the docu-
ment at rank k. Note that a similar form has been used for
the definition of the gain function for time-biased evaluation
measures [9]. The specific instantiations of g(k) in measures
like RBP, nDCG and ERR can be seen as the application of
different functions f(.) to estimations of P (R|k).

Traditional TREC-style relevance assessors are instructed
to consider topicality as the only (explicit) factor influencing

2For simplicity of notation, in the following we override k to rep-
resent the rank position k, or the document at rank k: the context
of use will determine the meaning of k.

relevance, thus P (R|k) = P (T |k), i.e., the probability that
the document at k is topically relevant (to a query).

2.2 Integrating understandability
As discussed by previous work, e.g. [12], relevance is in-

fluenced by many factors; topicality being only one of them
– although the most important. To integrate understand-
ability into the gain-discount framework, we model P (R|k)
as the joint P (T, U |k), i.e. the probability of relevance of a
document (at rank k) is estimated using the joint probability
of the document being topical and understandable.

To compute the joint probability we assume that topical-
ity and understandability are compositional events and their
probabilities independent, i.e., P (T, U |k) = P (T |k)P (U |k).
This is a strong assumption and its limitations are briefly
discussed in Section 4. Following this assumption, the gain
function in the gain-discount framework is expressed as:

g(k) = f(P (R|k)) = f
(
P (T |k)P (U |k)

)
(2)

Different evaluation measures that may be developed within
this framework would instantiate f

(
P (T |k)P (U |k)

)
in dif-

ferent ways. In the following we will propose two RBP-based
instantiations; other instantiations are left for future work.

2.3 Estimating understandability
In the traditional TREC settings, assessments about the

topicality of a document to a query are collected through
manual annotation of query-document pairs from assessors
(i.e., binary or graded relevance assessments3); these are
then turned into estimations of P (T |k). This process may
be mimicked to collect understandability assessments; in this
paper however we do not explore this possibility. Instead, we
explore the possibility of computing understandability as a
property of a document and integrate this in the evaluation
process, along with standard relevance assessments. To this
aim, readability is used as a proxy for understandability.
(The limitations of this choice are briefly noted in Section 4.)
Its use is however justifiable because readability is one of the
aspects that influence the understanding of text.

To estimate readability (and thus understandability), we
employ established general readability measures as those
used in [1, 10, 11], e.g., SMOG, FOG and Flesch-Kincaid
reading indexes. These measures consider the surface level
of the text contained in Web pages, that is, wording and
syntax of sentences. In this framework, the presence of long
sentences, words containing many syllables and unpopular
words, are all indicators of difficult text to read [7]. In this
paper, we use the FOG measure to estimate the readability
of a text; the FOG reading level is computed as

FOG(d) = 0.4 ∗ (avgslen(d) + phw(d)) (3)

where avgslen(d) is the average length of sentences in a
document d and phw(d) is the percentage of hard words
(i.e., words with more than two syllables) in d.

The use of such general readability measures to assess the
readability of documents concerning health information has
been questioned [13] as these do not seem to adequately
correlate with human judgments for documents in this do-
main [13]. Nevertheless, the adoption of standard readabil-

3Recall that although called “relevance assessments”, in TREC-
style assessments, annotators are usually instructed to consider
only the topicality of a document to a query, isolating this factor
from others influencing relevance in real settings.
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ity measures in this paper is a first step towards demon-
strating the use of the proposed understandability biased
measures and analyse how system rankings would change
accordingly. In addition, their usage is partially supported
by previous work within health informatics on assessing the
readability of online health advice [1, 10, 11].

2.4 Modelling P(U|k)
Given the readability score for a document at rank k,

P (U |k) needs to be estimated; this is achieved by consid-
ering user models that encode different ways in which a user
is affected by document readability.

We first consider a user model P1(U |k) where a user is
characterised by a readability threshold th and every docu-
ment that has a readability score below th is considered cer-
tainly understandable, i.e., P1(U |k) = 1; while documents
with readability above th are considered not understandable,
i.e. P1(U |k) = 0. This is a (Heaviside) step function centred
in th; this function is depicted in Figure 1 (P1(U |k)) with
th = 20, along with the FOG readability score distribution
for documents from CLEF e-Health 2013 [6]. The use of a
step function to model P (U |k) is akin to the gain function
in RBP (also a step function). The understandability-based
RBP for user model one is then given by:

uRBP1 = (1 − β)
K∑

k=1

βk−1r(k)u1(k) (4)

where, for simplicity of notation, u1(k) indicates the value
of P1(U |k) and r(k) is the (topical) relevance assessment of
document k (alternatively, the value of P(T|k)); thus g(k) =
f(P (T |k)P (U |k)) = P (T |k)P (U |k) = r(k)u1(k).

A second user model (P2(U |k)) is proposed, where the
probability estimation is similar to a step function, but smoothed
in the surroundings of the threshed value; this provides a
more realistic transition between readable and not-readable
content:

P2(U |k) ∝ 1

2
−

arctan
(
FOG(k)− th

)

π
(5)

where arctan is the arctangent trigonometric function and
FOG(k) is the FOG readability score of document at rank k;
other readability scores could be used instead of FOG. The
distribution of P2(U |k) values is shown in Figure 1. Equa-
tion 5 is not a proper probability distribution, but this can
be obtained by normalising Equation 5 by its integral be-
tween [min

(
FOG(k)

)
, max

(
FOG(k)

)
]; however Equation 5

is rank equivalent to such distribution, not changing the
effect on the uRBP variant. These settings lead to the for-
mulation of a second understandability-based RBP, uRBP2,
based on the second user model, by simply substituting
u2(k) = P2(U |k) to u1(k) in Equation 4.

Note that in both understandability-based measures (as
well as in the original RBP) the contribution of an irrelevant
document is zero, irrespective of its P (U |k). The contribu-
tion (to the gain) of a relevant document with readability
score above th is 1 for RBP, 0 for uRBP1 and less than 0.5
for uRBP2 (for uRBP2 the score will quickly tend to 0 the
more the readability score is above the threshold value).

Finally, note that it is possible to design other user mod-
els representing how readability influences document under-
standability; the challenge is to determine which model bet-
ter represents the relationship between readability and doc-
ument understanding.
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Figure 1: Distributions for P1(U|k) and P2(U|k) with

respect to threshold th = 20, along with the density dis-

tribution of readability scores (computed using FOG) for

the documents in the CLEF eHealth 2013 qrels.

3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Experiment design and settings

To understand how accounting for understandability in-
fluences the evaluation of IR systems tailored to searching
health advice on the Web, we consider the runs submitted to
the CLEF eHealth 2013 [6], which specifically aimed at eval-
uating systems for this task. Our empirical experiments and
subsequent analysis specifically focus on the changes in sys-
tem rankings obtained when evaluating with standard mea-
sures (RBP) and understandability-based measures (uRBP1

and uRBP2). System rankings are compared using Kendall
rank correlation (τ) and AP correlation [14] (τAP ), which
weights higher rank changes that affect top systems. We do
not experiment with different values of β in RBP, and set
β = .95 across RBP and uRBP.

The document collection used in CLEF eHealth 2013 has
been retired due to removal of duplicates and copyrighted
documents; we thus use the CLEF eHealth 2014 collection
(which is a subset of the CLEF eHealth 2013 collection) to
allow reproducibility of the reported results and the 2013
qrels for relevance assessment. For each document in the
collection, the FOG readability scores (Equation 3) were
computed – the score distribution for all documents in the
CLEF eHealth 2013 qrels is shown in Figure 1. Three thresh-
olds on the FOG readability values were explored for the
computation of the two alternative formulations of uRBP:
th = 10, 15, 20; documents with a FOG score below 10
should be near-universally understandable, while documents
with FOG scores above 15 and 20 increasingly restrict the
audience able to understand the text.

3.2 Results and analysis
Figure 2 reports RBP vs. uRBP of IR systems participat-

ing to CLEF eHealth 2013 for the two user models proposed
in Section 2.4 and for the three readability thresholds con-
sidered in the experiments. Similarly, Table 1 reports the
values of Kendall rank correlation (τ) and AP correlation
(τAP ) between system rankings obtained with RBP and the
two versions of uRBP.

Higher correlation between systems rankings obtained with
RBP and uRBP is observed for higher values of th, irrespec-
tively of uRBP version (see Table 1). This is expected as
the higher the threshold, the more documents will be charac-
terised by a P (U |k) = 1 (or ≈ 1 for uRBP2), thus reducing
uRBP to RBP. The fact that in general uRBP2 is correlated
with RBP more than uRBP1 is to RBP highlights the effect
of smoothing obtained by the arctan function; specifically,
the increase of readability scores for which P (U |k) is not zero
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Figure 2: RBP vs. uRBP of CLEF eHealth 2013 sys-

tems (left: uRBP1; right: uRBP2) for varying values of

threshold on the readability scores (th = 10,15,20).

th = 10 th = 15 th = 20
RBP vs. τ = .1277 τ = .5603 τ = .9574
uRBP1 τAP = −.0255 τAP = .2746 τAP = .9261
RBP vs. τ = .5887 τ = .6791 τ = .9574
uRBP2 τAP = .2877 τAP = .4102 τAP = .9407

Table 1: Correlation coefficients (τ and τAP) between

system rankings obtained with RBP and uRBP1 or

uRBP2 for different values of the readability threshold.

beyond th narrows the scope for ranking differences between
systems effectiveness. These observations are confirmed in
Figure 2, where only few changes in the rank of systems are
shown for th = 20 (× in Figure 2), while more changes are
found for th = 10 (◦) and th = 15 (+). Note that the small
differences in the absolute values of effectiveness recorded
by uRBP with th = 10 should not be interpreted as a lack
of discriminative power. When th = 10 only 1.4% of the
documents in the CLEF eHealth 2013 qrels are relevant and
readable, thus contributing to uRBP.

Figure 2 demonstrates the importance of considering un-
derstandability along with topicality in the evaluation of
systems for the considered task. The system ranked highest
according to RBP (MEDINFO.1.3.noadd) is second to a num-
ber of systems according to uRBP if user understandability
of up to FOG level 15 is wanted. Specifically, the high-
est uRBP1 for th = 10 is achieved by UTHealth_CCB.1.3.

noadd, which is ranked 28th according to RBP, and for
th = 15 by teamAEHRC.6.3, which is ranked 19th accord-
ing to RBP and achieves the highest uRBP2 for th = 10, 15.

4. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated how understandability

can be integrated in the gain-discount framework for eval-
uating IR systems. The approach studied here is general
and can be adopted to other factors of relevance, such as
reliability. Information reliability plays an important role in
consumer health advice search; its integration will be stud-
ied in future work.

In the proposed approach, the relevance (P(R|k)) was
modelled as the joint probability P (T, U |k). This joint prob-
ability was assumed to be independent and the two events
to be compositional, thus allowing to derive P (T, U |k) =
P (T |k)P (U |k) and to treat topicality and understandability
separately. This is a strong assumption and it is not neces-
sarily true; alternatives are under investigation, e.g. [2].

The approach was demonstrated by deriving understand-
ability-based variants of RBP; other measures can also be
extended, e.g., nDCG and ERR. Note, however, that nDCG-
style versions would require normalising the gain function by
the ideal gain, which in turns requires finding the optimal
ranking based on two criteria, relevance score and under-

standability, instead of one as in the standard nDCG.
Xu and Chen [12] have noted that factors of relevance in-

fluence relevance assessments in different proportions, e.g.,
in their study, topicality was found to be more influential
than understandability. The specific uRBP measures stud-
ied here did not consider this aspect; however weighting of
different factors could be accomplished through a different
f(.) function for converting P (T, U |k) into gain values.

In this paper, we have used readability as a proxy for un-
derstandability, but this is only one aspect that influences
understandability [12]; future work may explore other fac-
tors, e.g., users’ prior knowledge, as well as the presence of
images that further explain the textual information. Fur-
thermore, readability was estimated using general, surface
level readability measures. Previous work has shown that
these measures are often not suitable to evaluate the read-
ability of health information. For example, Yan et al. [13]
claim that people experience the highest readability difficul-
ties at word level rather than at sentence level; they further
propose a new metric based on concept-based readability,
specifically instantiated in the health domain. A number of
alternative approaches that measure text readability beyond
the surface characteristics of text have been proposed. Fu-
ture work will investigate their use to estimate P(U|k), along
with actual readability assessments collected from users.
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